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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1898.

VOL. 35.

PROCRASTINATING

NNOUNCEMENT!
The new good purchased by S. Spitz, the Jeweler, while
cant, arc now being placed for public Inspection.
They consist ofa fine line of decorated china and glassware. New ideas In silver novelties, ebony and leather
goods and fancy clocks. These goods in connection
with the usual large line of diamonds watches and
Jewelry always found in his cases will give the Santa
Fe public an opportunity for selection seldom found
outside of the large cities.

Spanish Peace Commission Trumping Up Charges As Counter to
American Demands.

(Residence Over Storo)

Charles Wagner,
DEALER IN ALL STYLES OF

BURIAL CASES AND COFFINS
or night from

Warner, funeral director and practical cinbalincr.

S. It.

Lower Frisco St

-

Santa Fe,

-

(BLOT SfjaHTG-S.-

INDEMNITY

Because of the Capture of Manila, Alleging
Violation of the Protocol When Dewey
and Merritt Scooped in the Place.

TELEPHONE 88.

Calls will receive prompt attention day

ABOUT

TALK

N, M.

)

New York, Nov. 7. A dispatch to the
Herald from Washington says that
argument against
Spain's exhaustive
cession of the Philippines to the United
States has made the United States officials more determined to take the islands. Instructions sent to Judge Day,
chairman of the American commission
ers, require the commission to renew on
Tuesday the demand for concession of
the group to the United States. They
will make in their communication at
first an offer of money in payment for
the islands, the sum not to exceed the
aggregate debts contracted by the
Spanish government for the improvements of the Philippines.
Secretary
Hay has received the full statement of
the contents of the Spanish note. Its
character was just what the officials expected, without any more arguments of
importance. Senor Rios and colleagues
call attention to the action of his government in delivering the note through
M. Cambon, the French ambassador, to
President McKlnley, which set forth the
understanding of the Spanish government that in its agreement to the protocol its sovereignty over the Philippines would not be affected. It is
claimed by the Spanish commissioners
that this declaration was assented to by
President McKlnley.' As a matter of
fact, the note had been delivered, but
the president declined to answer it,
either in writing or verbally, to Cambon.

Celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the Ancient
mllea west of Taos, and ftftv miles north of
Dwellers,
T Cliff
Santa Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station on the Denver
lIIKSE

twentv-nv-

e

Klo Urande Hallway, trom which point a daily line ot stages run to the
Springs. The temperature of these waters is from 900 to 1220. The gases
are carbonic Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a oommodious hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain 1688.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
Springs in the world. The efficacy..
gallon; being the richest alkaline Hottested
of these
has been thoroughly
waters
by the miraculous
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Consumption, Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphllltio and
Mercurial Atreotious, acrorula, Uatarrn, im urippe, all Female Cometc.
$2.50
and
etc,,
Board, Lodging
Bathing,
plaints,
per day. Keduced
rates given bv the month. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is
open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 10:08
a. in. and reach Ojo Calleute at 5 p. m. the same day. Fare for the round
trip from Santa Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particulars address

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Prop.,
Ojo Caliente, Taos County New Mexico"

The Spanish commissioners declared
that instead of the United States ac
quiring the Philippines, this govern
ment should pay their government in
demnity for the attack on Manila, after
the peace protocol had been signed, and
for damage consequently done. After
the Philippines question has been dis
posed of, the commissioners will con
sider claims filed by Americans against!
Spain and by Spaniards against the
United States.
May Save Her Tet.
Washington, Nov. 7. Tho Navy department officials fool far from .certain
that the Maria Teresa is really at the
ocean's bottom. As a matter of fact the.
fear she would sink caused her to be
abandoned. A searcher will be sent out,
for It Is ieit the vessel may now be a
derelict.
"

OUTLOOK STILL MURKY.
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Mists of Uncertainty As to What Aguinaldo
Will Do Continue to Hang Over
the Horizon.
New York, Nov. 7. A dispatch to

r-

The Palace Hotel- WM. VAUGHN, Prop.

Ho azpenn will be spared to make thla fiunoue hoetelrr up to date la
all reepeota. Patronage olioited

JACOB WELTHER

FERGUSSOn LETTER

Books and Stationery

His Straddling on the Proposed
Grant Irrigation Ditch.

PERIODICALS
SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

Stationery Sundries, Etc.
Rooks not in stock ordered at eastern
prioes, and Bubsi tiptionsreoeived for
all periodicals.

MISS

A.

EVERYTHING

FIRST CLASS.

IVIUGLER
MILL INERY &
FANCY GOODS.
Southeast Corner of Plaza.
II. ROLLINS &SONSQ

FE.

Offer

Sale

He Has No Sympathy for Modern
American Improvements.
How He Tried to Hoodwink
-

the Native

Voters of the Territory.

FKUGUSSON 1SA HOSS STRADDLGR.

(Albuquerque Citizen.)
Tho friends of H. B. Fergusson have
shouted themselves hoarse asserting that
their candidate was In favor of theOrant
ditch scheme. The organ of the corporation used up whole columns of space
denouncing Pedro Perea for opposing n
the irrigation ditch, and lauding Fergus-sofor favoring tho scheme. Many Republican voters were being misled on the
attitude of the two congressional candidates. Mr. Porea is opposed to the proposition because it will injure him and
his people, and take away from thom
water rights enjoyed since the days of
Coronado. Mr. Fergusson straddles. He
wants to be neutral. He has no sympathy for the new enterprise. But here
is his letter to Judge T. C. Gutierres. It
speaks for Itself on the question:
Washington, Jan. 26, 1898. I note
what is going on between the promoters
of the new ditch in Albuquerque
and
resident Spanish Americans who are
using the old ditch. I trust you will
ALWAYS HEREAFTER BEAR ME WITNESS
THAT I HAVE NO PART NOR INTEREST
IN
THAT NEW IHTCH ENTERPRISE, NOR EVEN

I got

my water
sympathize with
from an old ditch, and know fully the
n
needs and rights of my
citizens In that respect. I have
$20,000 Valencia Co, N.M.6Y
absolutely nothing to do with the mat
M. 6's ter, and ask ton privilege to ne considN.
Bernalillo
Co,
$5,000
ered neutral. , Very truly yours,
H. B. Fergusson.
M.
N.
6's
$10,000 Dona Ana Co.,
a
want
If yon
cheap camera, call at
Co's.
ft
Pisohre
All these bonds can be used by
"
For Bent.
Insurance companies who are re2 beautiful rooms, furnished br
of
Suite
the
with
to
quired make deposit
unfurnished, southern exposure, bath
Territorial Treasurer.
room attached; block of plaza
cottage.
Price and particulars on appliMiss Clark,
stenographer, Catron's
cation 173ft Champa St.,

$10,000 Socorro Co.,

N. M.

It.

6's

Spanish-America-

Cart-wrig-

Denver, Colo.

"Oswalt,

office.

the Herald from Washington states that
Major Simpson, of General Merritt's
staff, has just returned from Manila,
and though personally he does not seem
to fear serious trouuio wim Aguinaiao,
he savs there is a distinct sentiment
among the United States troops that
there may., be more trouble, and more
Aguinaldo"s
troops may be needed.
force is reckoned at auout i3U,uuu.
tho rebels
admits
Major Simpson freely
are in control of Luzon.
GETTING AT THE

TRUTH.

War Investigation Oommission.Still Bring
ing Out Evidence of Incapacity Start
Officers Quarreling While Soldiers Were Dying.
Chicago, Nov. 7. General Dodge,
Colonel Sexton and Dr. Connor, of tha
war investigating commission, arrived
at Chicago today and immediately be
of witnesses. Dr.
gan examination
Louis Schooler, of Des Moines, la., was
the first witness. From July 7 to July
17 he was stationed at Camp Thomas aa
camp surgeon. The sanitary condition
of the hospital was not good, the sink
pools were bad and discipline lax. Tha
quartermaster and surgeons could not
agree as to the number of tents we
should have. Colonel Lee contended
we were limited to 17. We afterwards
prevailed upon him to give us 21. When
the number of patients became greater,
we could not make him understand that
we had to have more tents. I think the
quartermaster's department largely re
sponsible for the great sickness. The
medical department (that is the supply
department) was also responsible for
some things. There was great difficulty
in obtaining supplies, and I think a
hitch came between Colonel Hartsuff
and the medical supply department. Dr.
Schooler said he did not think any of
the surgeons in his division considered
the water fit to drink.
Fifty per cent of the sickness, said
the doctor, would not have been in existence had the men not been allowed to
leave Chickamauga park on passes.
McXinlejr to Vote.
Washington, Nov. 7. President
will leave Washington this even'
ing for Canton Ohio, to cast his vote.

At the Hotels.

TOMORROW'S

ELECTIONS.

General Elections All Through the Country
for Governors, Senator-Electin- g
Legislatures and Minor Officials,
Washington, Nov. 7. Voters in all

except three of 45 states, Maine, Ver
mont and Oregon, will go to the polls
Forty-tw- o
states will elect
congressmen. In Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia,' Kentucky, Louisiana, MaryNorth
land, Mississippi,
Carolina,
Rhode Island, Virginia, West Virginia
and Ohio, congressmen are to be
states elect legchosen. Twenty-thre- e
islatures which will name United States
senators, viz.: California, Connecticut,
Florida, Delaware, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin and West Virginia.
The following statys are to elect governors and state officers: California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho, Kansas)
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
Jersey, New York, Nevada, New HampNorth Dakota,
shire, Massachusetts,
South Carolina, South
Pennsylvania,
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin,
Wyoming, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Florida, Delaware, Missouri, Montana, Ohio,
Utah and Washington will vote for
treasurer, auditor and other minor state
officials.

Southern Pacific Scorched.
Sacramento, Calif , Nov. 7. Fire in
tho extensive railroad shops of the
Southern Pacific this morning caused a
loss of over $300,000,
THE WAY TO TREAT THEM.

Eussian Admiral Gives Obstreperous Turks
at Crete a Touch of the Bayonet's Point
Then They Move.

Canea, Crete, Nov. 7, The Turkish
troops at ltetimo refused a gentle hint
to leave, so the Russian admiral, following the example of Admiral Nool, the
British commander here, forcibly conveyed them on board a transport.

Disastrous Fire at Pitkin,

Colo.

Denver, Nov. 7. A special to tho
Times from Pitkin, Colorado, says: All
buildings on both sides of Main street
from fourth to fifth, 40 in number, were
destroyed by Arc of Incendiary origin
winch started at 4 o clock tins morning.
The loss is estimated at $100,000.
Old Boreas Is Out Today.
Reading, Kas,, Nov. 7. A high wind,
approaching a hurricane in fury, Is
blowing here today, unroofing small
buildings.
The Whole Cabinet Quit.
Athens, Nov. 7. The cabinet has
resigned, its members considering that
under
the exceptional circumstances
which they assumed office have expired.

Southern Political Pot Boiling'.
Wilmington, N. C, Nov. 7. Outwardly, the situation here Is quiet, but apprehension of troublo have not entirely
The great fight in this
disappeared.
county will be on tho slate senatorial ticket. Republican and Populist leadoar, including Governor Russell and the
two state chairmen are making a desperate effort to get the negroes to the
polls in hope of electing a senator.
Both sides claim the state and legislature, but there is no reasonable doubt
but that tho Democrats have both.
Thanksgiving- Proclamation.
Executive Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Nov, 7, 189S. Whereas, the president of
the United States has designated and
set apart by proclamation Thursday,
the 24th day of November, A. D. 1898, as
a day of national thanksgiving, and has
recommended that his fellow citizens
on that day come together In their several places of worship, for services of
praise and thanks to Almighty God for
all blessings of the year: Now, therefore, I, Miguel A. Otero, governor of the
territory of New Mexico, do hereby recommend that the people of this territory observe the same.
It Is further recommended that the
said the 24th day of November, A. D.
1898, be treated as a legal holiday in
New Mexico.
Let us then refrain from all unnecessary labor, and in our homes and re
spective places of worship, give thanks
and praise to Him who holds the seas
as in the hollow of his hand, and
through whose beneficent wisdom, not
only in this territory, but the whole nation, has been supremely blest during
the past year.
Let us thank Him for the bounteous
harvests, for the timely rains and the
glowing sun, which have given us more
than ordinary prosperity In our crops,
flocks and herds; for the victorias that
have crowned our arms on land and
sea, in the cause of humanity; for the
safe return of so many of our sons who
went out to battle for the right, and for
those who did not return, but have gone
to the reward prepared by Him for all
who fall at the call of duty; let use remember that "He doeth all things
well." To their afflicted families let us
give comfort, consolation and deepest
sympathy, and on that day, which Is
peculiarly American by long established custom, let our people renew their
devotion to country, flag and home.
Let us put aside all enmities that may
have arisen in the past, and approach
the new year with pure hearts, wlthi
"malice toward none and charity for
all."
"God of our fathers, known of old;
g
battle line,
Lord of our
Beneath whose awful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pine."
Lord of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget, lest we forget."
Done at the executive office In the
city of Santa Fe, this the 7th day of
November, In the year, of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight- ,.
-

At the Claire: W. A. Lewis, St. Louis;
L. Elliott, Eidgway, Pa.; Harry Potter, Albuquerque.
At the Exchange: A. W. Tenant,
Taos; John Ferguson, El Paso; Tex.; P.
McCormick, Las Vegas; Wm. Headland,
Moffat, Colo.
Denver: Geo. H.
Chas. T.
Williams, St. Louis; S. E. Steger, Tren
ton, Ky.; trank Hoot, Antonito; U. U.
Wilson and wife, Las Vegas; Dale Burn-stoaDenver; Steven R. Wlllard, F.
Witness my handand the great seal
Foote, Minneapolis; F. B. Dye and
wife, Manzanola, Colo.; Philip Teare. of the territory of New Mexico on the
Oakland, Calif.; H. J. Bruman, Las day and date first above written.
Vegas; J. Llpman Milwaukee; T. P,
By the governor,
Eandall, Chicago.
MIGUEL A. OTERO.
Seal
GEO. H. WALLACE,
;.. FineKftTanM.
Finest line of 'Havana cigars at Secretary of the territory of New Mexico.
Scheurlch .
far-flun-

C.

r.

NO. 201.
MINOR CITY TOPICS,

CAPITOL DAMAGED
Apartments of the United States Sn
preme Court in Kuins trom
Gas Explosion,

Baking Powder

PRICELESS DOCUMENTS

GONE

However, Later Records Escaped Uninjured,
and Building Can Be Repaired Ere Congress Meets

Busts of Distinguished
Justices Destroyed.

Washington, Nov. 7. An explosion
and fne last evening wrecked the supreme court room and rooms immedi
ately adjoining on the main floor of tho
capitol,-with-damage to he building
of $200,000. The entire central and east
ern part of the great marble pile, from
the main floor to the subterranean base
ment, is practically a mass of ruins. The
force of the explosion was such that tha
heavy capping stones on the outer walls
just east of. the point where the explo
sion occurred, were bulged out nearly
two inches and the windows in all that
part of the building were blown out,
and locked doors 150 feet away were.
forced from their hinges. Fire followed
the explosion, which occurred in a small
room tightly inclosed by stone walls in
the subterranean basement immediately below the main entrance to the old
capitol building. In this room was a
big gas meter fed by a four-inc- h
mainj
The flames originating from the explosion darted up the shaft elevator!
communicating with the record room of
the office of the court marshal and su
preme court library. Before the flames
could be subdued the priceless documents in the record room were almost
totally destroyed. The library of the
supreme court wus badly damaged by
fire, smoke and water, which practically
destroyed the great collection of lawreference books. Justice Harlan said
that the losses most regretted are
those of the busts of Chief Justice Mar
shall and other distinguished members
of the supreme court, which were ar
ranged on small pedestals about the supreme court chambers.
Later The big capitol building was
the scene of a wreck of desolation today. A small army of workmen was
carrying off the debris and half burned
official documents; but an examination
of the court room showed no damage
done there. The main loss to the court
was in the marshal's office and storage
records were
room, where valuable
kept. The extent of the last loss is not
yet exactly determined. Senator
committee room was hastily
prepared for the justices.
The assistant architect of the capitol,
Mr. Wood, after a preliminary examin-- i
ation, said: "I find the general damage
sustained by the building is not as serious as was first supposed. The heavy
foundations do not appear to be disturbed, and the walls blown down arci
confined to the thin encircling walls
covering the steam pipes, etc. No heavy
sustaining arches or pillars have given
way. as far as I can find. I hope we can
finish repairs by the time congress convenes."
Examination of the meter room where
the gas supplied the capitol is measured, showed the big meter blown to
pieces. Several supreme court justiceu
made a visit to the scene of the catas
trophe during the forenoon. They found
the busts of former chief justices which
line the walls of the old chamber were
uninjured, but Marshal Wright's office
was completely gutted. The only dam
age that can be made good was done in
the file rooms of the supreme court,
where were stored all the official rec
ords and original copies of opinions
from the foundation of the government.
All these opinions have been printed,
but the original manuscripts were highly valued. The original opinions of the
court in the early days of the republic
were destroyed, but the official records
of the court' proceediga covering the
same period appear to have been pre
served, probably in good condition.

Return of Stephen Easton.
Stephen Easton, of Troop K, Rough
r
j rolnrnnil tn Sn.nt.il I'll Inst llii'llt
At the battle of Las
f rmn Washington.
Guaslmas, Mr. Easton was struck deaf
and dumb by the explosion of a hpanisn
oiw.u
oiir hia hn.H. and was sent to
'
Key West, Fla., with tho wounded.
'rom that place lie was larcen io xvew
Vn.l onrl nftncufttvl tn Wftshllie'ton.
where he was contined In tho govern
ment hospital for tho insane tor a
month. Finally, through the kindness
of Mrs. O. P. G. Clarke, widow ot the
of
late Major Clarke,
taken to
pensions, he was released and was
treatMrs. Clarke's home, where ho
ed with the greatest kindness.
fr rc.st.nn was discharged from the
United States' service on October MO, on
The
n Qnrcrnnn'a oort.l flcn.t.ft ilf disability.
discharge states that his services in the
ivci
army were "nonesi ana iaiimui.
since the battle in which he was
lv
deaf
total
Alp R.st.rm has heen
and dumb, but in coining through Kansas on his way home, the power of
speech returned and he can now talk
id also hear slightly,
ins paronis are
overjoyed at his return and the pros
pect ot an lmmeaiaic recovery uoiu me
effects of his service In Cuba. He Istbe
only volunteer from Rio Arriba county
ana is aeserving oi great pramo iui ma
Ills 11K111V
irullnnt.rv and lmt.rlnt.lsm.
friends In Santa IPe are congratulating
him on ins recovery toaay.

Las

Heautifiil day. genuine Santa Fe
weather.
Dry and dusty. The city sprinkling
carl sliouitl oe kept going.
The hoys at the government Indian
school have organized a foot ball team
and had their first practice game today.
The paster seems much in demand
Made from pure
and its presence denotes that there will
be some scratching done tomorrow in
cream of tartar.
the city precincts.
Engine 8." of the Santa Fe branch
which was recently "repaired," started
to leaking last night, so that she had
to be towed in by another engine.
Tho Republican territorial committee
has made arrangements to receive
election bulletins tomorrow from the
Alum baking powders are the greatest
Western Union Telegraph Company.
menacers to health of the present day.
U. S. weather bureau forecast for
kovm. WKiwa nowsta eo., new ronx.
New Mexico: Fair .and colder tonight
and Tuesday.
FOB SALE BY
Yesterday, tho thermometer at the
local weather bureau registered as folH. B. CARTWRICHT & BRO.
lows:
Maximum temperature, 5'J de
grees, at 2:30 p. in. j minimum, 30, at lated that the
Democratic nominees.
4:oii a. in. The moan temperature for
the 24 hours was 48 degrees; mean dally Mr. Fergusson and leading Democrats
here, have raised about $1,800 for use in
relative humidity, 20 per cent.
Saturday tho thermometer at the local this county. It Is an ill wind that blows
weather bureau registered as follows; no one any good.
Maximum temperature, 02 degrees, at
Miss Edna M. Trotter, who so de1:30 p. m.; minimum temperature, 3!, at lighted her audience on
Friday evening
0:20 a. m. Tho mean temperature for with her
interesting and entertaining
the 24 hours was 50 degrees; mean daily account
of Rome, will tell the story of
relative uumiuity, .so per cent.
in the parlor of Mrs. Wallace
Pompeii
Domingo Angel was arrested for at the Old Palacio
at 3 o'clock Tuesday
drunkenness and disorderly
conduct
for
the
benefit
of the maga.
afternoon,
in
and
yesterday
lodged
jail over night.
inis morninsr ho appeared hefore Police zine fund of the public library, under
Magistrate tiarcia to answer for his the auspices of the W. 11. T. The photransgression of the law and was fined tographic views she uses with her lec15 and costs.
In default of payment lie tures bring a vivid and
fascinating picwas given ten uays in jau.
ture of the past before all who hear th
and
no
Remarkably quiet
bulldozing, talented lady. Tickets, 50 cents, at
no intimidation
and no lawlessnes Weltmer's and Ireland's.
ipparentor reported. Quitea difference
The freight rush on the Santa Fe both
this in favor of a Republican adminis
tration. Two years ago thestreets wcro in this and Arizona territories is unprecedented.
iiiiou with drunken and armed Demo
Every piece of rolling
cratic deputy
sheriffs, browbeating stock in New Mexico is on the move,
citizens and intimidating voters.
and twice the present amount within
Tho instrumentation of the cavalry reach could he utilized. The manufacband In this city now consists of three turers have been sent rush orders on
cornets, one clarinet, three altos, two the 30 new locomotives and extra freight
tenors, two tubas and three men in the cars are
being sought for everywhere
Tho boys are having hard
battery.
a
comb.
work collecting from the business inch with
A new railroad bridge is to be built
for the plaza concerts, and think ready
across the arroya at Cerrillos, near tho
import and iinancial encouragement
should be forthcoming.
Mary smelter, on account of the inS. S. Beaty has received a copy of a creased size of the locomotives now
Columbus, O., paper giving a long and used on that division by the Santa Fo
interesting account ot the celebration of road.
tho With birthday of Hon. H. T. Hender
There will be the regular communison, of Galloway, ()., oldest brother of cation of Montezuma
lodge No. 1, A.
air. Jieatv 8 mother. Letters of con
F. and A. M., this evening nt 1:"0. Sogratulation were received by the old
gentleman from descendants botli direct journing brethren welcome.
There is another report now in thu
and collateral in various parts of the
country, and the event was made one of eastern papers that the troops at Camp
tho most noted to occur in that part of Hamilton, Ky., will move tomorrow to
the country.
Georgia.
Express Company as well
Friday night's lecture in the Fresby-teria- n
as the D. & R. G. Express Company is
church netted $13 in aid of tho
stamping its receipts free of expense to Spanish Presbyterian church.
the patrons. The express companies
It was Guy Fawkes' day Saturday,
hold that the way they are compelled to
stamp receipts as compared with the and no one in town ever thought anyexpense the railroads are put to In their thing about it.
bills of lading, Is unfair.
A bill of
J. C. Swink, of Darlington, O. T., arlading may be made to cover a whole rived last night in Santa Fe to take a
train load of valuable stuff and requires position as instructor in carpentry at
only one stamp, while the express the government Indian school in this
companies are required to affix stamps city. Mr. Swink has been in tho Indian
for even tho smallest shipment, of service a number of years and is well
perhaps SO cents, valuation.
qualified for the position he takes under
Mrs. M. C. Nettle tun today received a l'rofessor Viets.
letter from a lady in New Orleans stat
"We Are in the Swim"
ing that she had a prayer book, which This week with choicest lish, oysters,
was picked up on the battle lield of San
ever came to Santa
man and which belonged to Guv C. meat and game that
Fe. Call at tho Hon Ton restaurant.
the
Endsley,
Rough Rider from this
city, who died In Cuba from the yellow
Resident Manager Appointed.
he
lever alter
had gone through the
Tho Athens Mining & Milling comwhole Santiago campaign.
The letter
of Pennsylvania and incorporated
slates tli:" a number of small articles pany,
under the laws of that state, has tiled a
were founu in the prayer book, and that
certilicato in Secretary Wallace's otlice
they would be forwarded to tills city designating Hematite,"
Colfax county, as
upon
receiving a reply from Mrs. the place of business m this territory
Nettloton. The latter Is highly pleased and
appointing A. Clausen, of Elizabeth-tow- n
at the prospect of receiving these meresident manager.
mentoes of her brave son. Albuquerque
Citizen.
All sorts of foolish rumors are being
circulated by the Democratic push to
injure Republican candidates, among
others, the street has It that $1,500 have
been Bent here from Albuquerque to,
Bettt Located Hotel in City.
beat Mr. Catron and the Republican
ticket; another that a prominent Dem
ocrat in the southern part of the terri-- '
tory sent a draft of $2,500 to the Democratic central committee for the samo
purpose. Of course, there has been
Democratic money raised, and Mr. Fer-- t
Special rte by the Week or Mouth
gusson made the Democratic committeo
for Table Hoard, with or without
a handsome contribution, but sums like
room.
the above are mere wind. It is calcu- 8. K. Corner ofFiama.

Vegas-Stea-

m

Safeguards the food
against alum

Wolls-Farg-

o

The Exchange Hotel,

J. T. FORSHA, Prop.

THE EQUITABLE
LIFE ASSURANCE

Leave orders at Slaughter's barber shop
Basket leaves Tuesday and returns on
Friday. We pay an express cnargos.
. V. AMIIKOSK, AGENT.

SOCIETY

OF THE UNITED STATES.
Outstanding Assurance December 31, 1S'J7
New Assurance written In 1897
Proposals for Assurance Examined and Declined.
Income
Assets, Dccetnbor 31, 1897.
Reserve on all existing Policies (4 per cent standard)
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The Democrats of New York profess
that their candidate for governor, Robeit Van Wyok, will defeat
Colonel Roosevelt tomorrow, but the
PRINTING CO.
enthusiasm of the people in general
of
over tiie state for the
matter at the the famous Rough Riders rather points
in the other direction.
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The Spanish members of the peace
commission at Paris have proved themselves adepts in the art of procrastinatWhile combating all propositions
4.U0 ion.
7.50 made by the f'nited States regarding
.25
.75 the Philippine question, they have so
1.00 managed that no occasion for breaking
2. W
off negotiations
has been given and
much time has been gained, which has
oldest
New
Mexican
is
the
ISThein New Mexieo. It is sent to every been of great benefit to the Madrid govPostoffice in the Territory and has a larj?e ernment in quelling internal dissenand growing circulation among the intelli- sions.
However, none of the other Eugent and progressive people of tnesouthwest.
ropean powers will interfere in the matter and in the end a treaty of peace will
ADVERTISING RATES.
be concluded along the lines of the deWanted One cent a word each insertion.
mands made by this country.
Local Ten cents per line each insertion.
Heading Local Preferred position Twenty-fcents per line each insertion.
ive
The Verdict Awaited.
Displayed Two dollars ail inch, single colThe campaign of 1898 hag closed and
umn, per month in Daily. One dollar an
inch, single column, in either English or tomorrow the voters of the
territory
bpamsh Weekly.
Additional prices and particulars given on will decide by their votes the developreceipt of a copy of matter to be inserted.
Mexico
ment and prosperity of New
for
years to come.
The Republicans have gone before the
MONDAY, NOVEMBER T.
voters on the issues of protection and
prosperity to New Mexico and have urged the righteousness of their cause persistently and effectively, and it is almost assured that the result of the election will justify the amount of work
done to reclaim the territory from the
errors of Democracy and open up an era
of investment in the mines, irrigation
systems and lands of New Mexieo unprecedented in the history of the development of the great southwest. It is
the desire of the Republican party to secure statehood for New Mexico and all
the many advantages resulting from
that change, and with that end in view
a hard fight has been made for the Republican candidates for delegate to congress and the legislature, for the reason they believe that with a delegate
and a legislature in sympathy with the
statehood can be seadministration,
cured.
In county affairs the Republicans
have named candidates for the offices
who are representative, respected and
citizens, who will make
respectable
good officials, and it is believed by those
who have had an opportunity to keep
in touch with the sentiments of the
voters, that in a majority of the counties the Republican ticket will be electKATES

Of SI'IISCHIITION.

Duily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Ptiily, per mouth, by mail
Daily, three mouths, by mail
Daily, six months, by mail
Daily, one year, by mail
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Weekly, per year
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To the Voters of Santa Fe County.

Liner January 1, 1837, the affairs of
this county have been managed by Republican otlicials, and certainly there is
no reasonable
grounds for complaint
over the manner in which the public
business has been conducted.
Law and order have prevailed in all
par ts of the county. The political beliefs of all have been respected and personal liberties protected. There has
been no persecution of any one because
he was a Democrat or Republican, as
was the case under a Democratic sheriff
and a Democratic administration for
many years here.
The finances of the county have been
managed in a careful and honest manner. There have been no scaifdals connected with a single official having the
handling of the public funds, and today
the affairs of the county are in better
shape than they have been for many
years past.
The assessment and collection of
taxes have been carried on in a just and
equitable way. Values, and not favoritism, have guided the collector and assessor in the discharge of their duties,
and the effect of that method of managing those offices Is evident on all sides
in the better payment of taxes and in
paying the obligations of the county.
The laws governing the control of
county affairs have been rigidly and impartially enforced; criminals have been
justly dealt with, and the good name of
the county has held first place in the
actions of the present officials.
In fact, so changed has been every
condition in the county for the better,
under the Republican officials, that
there is no comparison, except such as
is made between night and day. The
candidates on the Republican ticket,
which will be voted tomorrow, are men
who will continue in the footsteps of
their predecessors. Under their management Santa Fe county will continue
to improve in finances, in safety to life
and property, and to advance in material wealth and prosperity.
Is there any valid reason for making
a change, for voting for a Democratic
candidate?

The people of this county will remember that under a Democratic county administration and a Democratic sheriff
the county was misgoverned, the public
funds were either squandered or stolen
or given to favorites and hangers-oi- l
and law and order were simply names,
whereas disorder, lawlessness and tur
bulence prevailed. If the voters of this
ed.
county would continue a decent, law
Coming nearer home and touching abiding, economical, honest and law enupon the situation in Santa Fe county, forcing county government, they will
the prospects for Republican success vote the Republican ticket tomorrow in
are exceedingly bright. The men w hose its entirety. The situation is plain and.
names appear on the ticket are well and well known to all who desire to know
favorably known, their reputations as anything about it.
successful, careful business men are
firmly established and that they will
give the county a good administration
is acknowledged by all. The condition
of the county, after two years of Re
Sierra County.
publican control, is better than for
Frank Under, aged BO, an old time
many years past. Peace and quiet have
in Hillsboro county, has died at
reigned and much progress in restoring miner
Grandes in Chihuahua.
Casa
been
to
basis
sound
affairs
a
has
public
Miguel Madero, of Hillsboro, has been
made. With this record back of them,
the Republicans are confident that the fined $500 and costs and given one year
actions of the present officials will be in the penitentiary for horse stealing.
At the old timers' meeting held reindorsed by the voters tomorrow and
that the entire Republican ticket, will cently at Hillsboro, Captain Tom Murphy was elected president, Mrs. D. S.
be elected.
In everything that has been done in Miller vice president and J. M. Webster
the campaign by the Republicans the secretary for the ensuing year. All
now eligible to
only object In view, the only motive, has lady old timers are
been the upbuilding of the territory, the membership.
development of its almost boundless reSocorro County.
sources and the good of the people. Be
W. S. Williams, formerly editor of the
lieving that only under the policy of Socorro Chieftain, and his son, O. S.
protection can the people of the terri Williams, have gone to Los Angeles,
tory expect to prosper, a strong and where the elder Williams will open a
concerted effort has been made to se law office.
cure the election of as many Republican
Lee Terry, of Water canon, in Socorcandidates as possible.
ro county, and Miss Ua Turnborough,
The Republicans have done their of El Paso, were married recently at El
duty as they see it and now leave the Paso. They will make their home at
result with the voters, confident that Socorro.
the verdict will be in favor of progress.
John H. McCutcheon, of the Socorro
protection, prosperity and good govern Advertiser, has bought a half interest
ment.
in the El Paso Graphic, which will continue as a weekly under the new management.
The Mining Situation.
llev.T.L.Lallanoe, the new Methodist
One of the most encouraging features
of the past year in the advancement in South pastor at San Marcial, is creatgrowth and wealth of New Mexico is ing a very favorable impression.
the increased output of ores from the
Dona Ana County.
mines in the territory, and a consequent
Fifteen cases of smallpox are reportdevelopment of mining properties.
ed at Mesilla, but none in Las Cruces.
Many of the mining districts of the
The El Paso & N. E. railway is now
territory are simply huge quarries of being pushed north from Alamogordo in
ow grade ores, easily worked, the met
the direction of White Oaks and Libals yield readily to the proper method
eral, Kan.
of treatment, and the introduction of
A party of home seekers has just
cyanide works into the camps has solv gone up into northeastern Dona Ann
ed that question in a satisfactory and
and western Lincoln from El Paso, to
profitable manner, so far as the refrac- scout for habitations.
ores
are
free
while
the
tory
concerned,
Sweet & Moore, of Las Cruces, will
milling ores, as has always been the locate their large herd of cattle on a
case, need no special treatment. Thus Grant county
range 16 miles east of
the mining situation has assumed a
Doming.
very bright aspect and a wonderful imSpecial religious services are being
petus has been given the industry.
held at La Luz and other centers in
In the districts of Oochitl, Elizabeth-town- , Dona Ana and Lincoln counties
by Rev.
south Santa Fe county, Water W. S.
Huggett, of the Door of Hope
canon, Hillsboro, Cook's peak, Kelly, mission in El Paso. Rev.
Huggett is a
around Silver City, White Oaks, In
great rustler in the spiritual vineyard,
Dona Ana county and other sections of and
is doing a deal of good.
the territory great activity has pre
The El Paso & Northeastern railway
the
months
the
vailed for
last nine
and
management has gotten out a pamphlet
output has been, in many Instances, descriptive
of the country through
more than trebled over that of last which
the road passes.
year. For the reason that much of the
Alamogordo people are to give a big
ore produced in New Mexico is sent to
ball on Thanksgiving
night .which
smelters and mills In the states for
to be well attended.
promises
Is
treatment, it
impossible to keep an
The entire general office plant of the
accurate record of the value of the out El Paso & Northeastern
railway will
put, but the reports of tonnage coming be concentrated at
Alamagordo in the
from the various districts show that next
six months, thus leaving only a
New Mexico Is fast approaching the
branch office in El Paso.
silver-lead
the
and
front among
gold,
Frederlco A. Armijo and Miss Mary
copper producing sections of the United
of Las Cruces, have been
Stephenson,
States.
married and are now enjoying each
Another pleasing feature In the situaIn California.
tion Is that but a comparatively small other's society
A big pipe line In Alamogordo canon
the
of
of
mineral
portion
bearing parts
is being laid.
the territory has been exploited and
Cerrillos Items.
there is room and opportunity for hun
dreds of miners In addition to those al
Cerrillos has 180 names on its registraready at work and prospecting. While tion list. The pupils of the Intermediate
the Increase In the activity In the mines room went on a picnic Saturday to the
Sixty-thre- e
children
forest.
the past year has been wonderful, the petrified
are attending the Cerrillos school.
coming year will witness a still greater
output from the mining districts, and
NEW MEXICO MINES.
New Mexico will not be long In becomof
mineral
the
greatest producer
ing
A strike has been made on the Elk-to- n
wealth In the United States. The cliproperty in Peralto canon neat
mate, transportation and easy access to
supplies are all In favor of the miner Bland.
The Albemarle mine has shipped a 101
and the solving of the question of treat
ment has made the handling of low pounds brick, the product of the last
grade ores profitable. The mining situ- week's run.
ation Is very encouraging and the near
Eddy Bros, have 40 men at work in
future will see the fondest hope of the their Jicarlla mines. Thirty tons of
prospectors who have held on to claims high grade ore are being tnken out evfor years, against many discourage- ery day and shipped to the El Pnso
smelter.
ments, realized.
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Republican Ticket.
SANTA PE COUITTY.
T. B. CATRON,
For member of the council of the VM
legislative assembly.
WILLIAM KILPATRICK,
VICTOR ORTEGA,
For members of the house of representatives, SM legislative assembly.
JAMES D. HUGHES,
For county commissioner Tst district.
J. T. M'LAUGHLIN,
For county commissioner 2d district.
AUGUSTIN MAESTAS,
For county commissioner M district.
JOSE AMAOO LTTCEUO,
For probate judge.
ATANASIO KHMEUO,
For clerk of the probate court.
C. W. DUDTiOW,

For sheriff.
TELESFORO RIVERA,
For assessor.
FRITZ MULLEU,
For treasurer and
collector.
FACUNDO F. PINO.
For superintendent of schools.
D. M. WHITE,
For surveyor.
io

Spain now wants to know what she
went to war for. To turn over her colonial possessions to the United States, of
course.
The next event, after tomorrow's election, to attract national attention will
be Thanksgiving day. After the past
year of prosperity New Mexico can enjoy that occasion to the fullest extent.
Our friends, the enemy, are great at
promising everybody in the territory
he wants before election.
everything
Great game, that, but it has been played
too often and will not work this time.
The Republican platform of New
Mexico Is based upon integrity and pa-triotlsm and what is good for the territory, hence every good citizen should
vote the Republican ticket tomorrow.
David B. Hill is supporting the Tammany candidates in New
York. But even the doughty
will not save the Tammany state ticket
from defeat tomorrow,, say those well
Informed on New York politics.
The voters of Santa Fe who desire
good government, an economical administration of county affairs and the
maintenance of the good name of the
entire county, will vote the straight Republican ticket tomorrow.

President McKinley has left

Wash-

ington to go to Canton to vote. He will
vote the Republican ticket straight tomorrow. Here is a most excellent example for every citizen of Santa Fe
county and of the territory of New
Mexico to follow.

Lieutenant Hobson's work In raising
the Maria Teresa has all been brought
to naught by theelements.and the American navy will not possess a Bouvenlr
ship after all. However, the lieutenant
need not be down hearted, the American
people have not forgotten his brave act
when he sank the Merrimac In the entrance to the harbor at Santiago.

Harvey Finch's Ajax mine and mill
near I'Jlizabethtown has been sold to a
Kansas City syndicate.
Ground has been broken by the Edison Mining and Milling Company in the
Keystone district for a stamp mill and
reduction works.
The Majors custom mill at Grouse
creek in Colfax county is running on
full time with a supply of ores from
neighboring mines.
The output of the Hillsboro gold
mines for the week ending Thursday,
November 3 was as follows: Wicks, 25
tons; K. K., 20 tons; Richmond, 35
tons; Snake group, 65 tons; Opportunity, 25 tons; Sherman, 5 tons; Cincinnati, 20 tons; Trippe, 75 tons; Rex
10 tons;
(silver-leadtotal, 280 tons,
Total output since January 1, 1S9S, 7,710
tons.
Colonel A. W. Harris, of Albuquerque,
has gone to Kingston to put a large
force of men at work on his Royalty
mine.
The shaft of the Old Abe mine at
White Oaks is to be sunk below thi
1,000 feet level.
Gold in the Jicarillas is panned from
the highest peaks as well as from the
gulches, and runs as high as $17 per
yard. The formation is granite, gneiss,
porphyry and lime.
),
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BOTANICAL EXPEDITION,
Cornelius t'nnnVrnilt Pn troll of or
Exploring I'nrty to Porto ltlco.

HOTEL

WELLINGTON- Formerly W dicker's.
Under the auspices of the New York
botanical garden directorate au expedition will shortly, bo dispatched to
American and European Plant.
Porto Rico to study the flora of the
States
United
territory
newly acquired
15th Street,
U, S. Treasury,
and to scud back specimens of its plants,
Z.
N.
Brittou
Dr.
flowers aud fruits.
is the instigator of the movement, and
Cornelius' Yauderbilt lias volunteered to
day and Upward. First Glass Restaurant a.n.
furope&n Plan, 91.00
Cafe.
bear the expense of the scieutiflo invesAmerican Plan, 93.00 pur day and Upward. Transient and Permanent
tigation. The plan of the expedition is
Guests.
Dr. Button's own. In his own words,
L. M. FITCH, Proprietor.
"there is nothing too good for New
York," and the specimens that will be
The Daily Nkw Mbhoah will ta teud
obtained in Porto Rico will be of great mi f la at the Hotel Walling!,
value. There is very little known of the
flora of the island, he says. There is
hardly a specimen in any of the botau- -
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The Timmer House
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

NOTES

The Cass Land and Cattle Company!
of Chaves county, is shipping 1,000 head
of cattle to Kansas City.
William Farr, of Albuquerque, has
bought 1,700 sheep at Las Cruces.
Seven hundred goats are being driven
north from Albuquerque to Las Vegas
for McCormick Brothers.
R. C. Patterson, of Socorro county,
has just shipped from Magdalena several car loads of fat sheep for slaughtering at the eastern markets.
G. H. Webster, Jr., of Eddy, is purchasing 1,200 mutton lambs of Cameron
& Davis for fattening for the spring
market.
A California party named Long is
driving a big herd of sheep from the
southern part of the territory to Lamy
for shipment.
These wool consignments have just
been made at Eddy: To the Mattheson
Commission Company, from J. O. Cameron. 1:1,446 pounds; 9,7"C pounds from
Julian Schmidt; 12,242 pounds from Mart
Fanning; 5,026 pounds from J. F.
While there is no special movement reported in the eastern market, n
slight improvement is noticed.
Vice President Collins, of the Fort:
Collins National bank, J. G. Coy and
William Fertig are in Las Vegas to buy
20 cars of lambs for feeding.
Fort Collins farmers fatted and shipped last
0
year to the Missouri river markets
sheep, most of which were from New

Washington, D. C.

On Hie

European I'liin, or Board and Room $1.50 to
the week.
day. Special rule

SPACIOUS SAMPLE BOOMS FOB COMMERCIAL
When in Silver City
Stop at the Best Hotel.

FRANK

per
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CORNELIUS VANDEKB1I.T.

ical museums of America and theto are
few, if any, in Europe. Believing that
SOCIETIES.
the work of filling this lack could not
be begun too quickly, Dr. Brittou
" Montezuma Lodge No. 1. A.
wrote to Mr. Vauderbilt and received
C & A. M. Keeular com
his favorable reply.
munication first Monday in
The details of the expedition are not
each mouth at Masouio Hall
at 7 :M p. m.
A.
A.
an
Heller,
arranged.
fully
yet
F. S. Davis,
a
man
re
collector
and
W. M.
experienced
B. Bbady,
J.
of
as
thoroughly capable
doing
garded
(secretary.
the work, will be engaged. Mr. Heller
has recently returned from a trip to the
Kanta Fe Chapter No. 1, R. A .
M. Kcgular convocation second
Hawaiian Islands, where he made a
in each month at MaMoudny
thorough study of the flora of two of
souio Hall at 1 :30 p. m.
James B. Brady,
them, and the botanical garden now has
H. P.
a set of the specimens he collected.
Ahthuh Seligman,
island
mules
the
pack
Secretary,
Upon reaching
will be obtained and means provided
Fe
the
the
for taking
Santa
Commandery No. 1,
collecting
party and
K. T. Heeular conclave fourth
outfit into the interior. The outfit will
In
eaoh month at MaMondny
consist largely of drying paper for the
sonic Hall at 7 :30 p. m.
Max.
Fbosi, E. C.
dry specimens, and formaline for those
that are to be preserved in a natural Aodison Walkeb,
Kecorder.
state. Formaline is a satisfactory material for this purpose, as it can be
taken dry and prepared as it is needed.
X. O. O. 15.
Six months' work, Dr. Brittou believes,
Mexico.
will enable the party to do its task
LODGK
PARADISE
Nn a. 1. 0.O. F.. meets
George H. Webster, Jr., of Eddy, will thoroughly. He expects possibly some
ill every Thursday
feed 1,000 lambs this winter for spring things entirely new may be discovered.
at Odd Fellows'
Herald.
York
New
marketing.
hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
SiiUjB Lbhow, N. u.
Spence Bros., of White Oaks, have
H. W. Stevens, Recording Secretary.
IMPRESSIVE EVENT OF 1900,
33,000 sheep on the trail for Las Vegas.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT No. a, I. O. O.
Dr. Timothy Rogers and E. A. RogF.i Regular communication the second and
Boston
Company to Enter fourth
ers, of Chaves county, have bought 2,525 tain theArtillery
Tuesday of each month at Odd FelLondon Artillery Company.
lows'
hall ; vlsitlue patriarchs welcome. 1".
"of
head
sheep, the average price being
Tiios. A. OoouwiN, C,
The Ancient and Honorable Artillery
3 per head.
A. F. Easley, Scribe.
Company of Boston began its prepara
tions the other evening for the visit of MYRTLE KEBEKAH LODGE, No. 9. I. O. ).
An Average Husband.
F. : Regular meeting first and third Tuesday
of of
each month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
Mrs. Willis My husband Is a very rapid the Honorable Artillery Company
A
1900.
to
United
States
London
the
brothers and sisters welcome.
in
reader.
Thbheba NkwhAll, N6ble Grand.
Mrs. Waze Just like mine. He reads committee of arrangements consisting
Hattie Waqnjsr, Secretary.
80
of
members
he
so
was
isn't
the paper through
chosen, with Sidney
rapidly that
O. O. P., meet
able to tell me. a word in. It when he gets M. Hedges as chairman. The commit 'AZTLAN LODGE No. 3,in IOdd
Fellows hall
Friday evening
Cincinnati
tee includes the present commander of every
Enquirer.
through.
San Francisco street. Visiting brothers
N. G.
3.
W.
TayIjOK,
the company, J. Paysou Bradley ; Colo
W. H. WoomvAiw, Secretory.
Careless.
nel Henry Walker, who commanded it
"I wonder how that item ever got past on the visit to England in 1896, and
IF.
IC.
the presscensor!" said the Spanish official. Colonel Henry A. Thomas,
postmaster.
"Whioh oneV"
is
made
of
solid
In
the
general it
up
"The society note to the effect that the
SANTA FE LODGE No. 2, K. of P.
business men of the city. Colonel meeting every Tuesday evening at 7:30Regular
o'eloclt
queen regent expects to travel for her
al
hall. Visiting knights givon a
Hedges made a report in which he said: at Castle
health." Washington Star.
L. Zjmmkhmann,
J.
welcome.
"This visit will undoubtedly be one
Chancellor Commander.
Lee Mukht.eisen,
of the most impressive and interesting
Stony Hearted.
K. of K. unci S.
"You told mo you were going to ask events of the opening year of the new
that rich old uncle of yours to give you century. It will have a farreaching and
that beautiful marble faun you have al- possibly worldwide result. It will do PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ways ooveted. "
more to revive the ancient glories of
'Well, I did, and he gave me the marble this old organization than anything it
ATTOHSIFAH Al' LAW.
hart." Chicago Tribune.
has yet done or attempted to do. It will
MAX. FllOST,
require generous pledges and hearty coSelect, Indeed.
Attorney at Law, Santa i t . New Mexico.
operation and a solid front and a pull
sehere
Is
very
your
society
Stranger
together that we may send our English
CHAS. A. SPIESS.
lect?
Arizona Al See them graves over tharf brethren home with the best ideas of District Attorney for the First 3 udiclal District. Practices in all the courts of the TerThey was all fllled by fellers who came to our company, our city and our country.
Block, Santa Fe, N. M.
The committee of arrangements will ritory.
our dances without invltashuns. Brookmeet for organization in a short time,
GEO.W. KNABBEL,
lyn Life.
and definite plans will then be made. Office in Griffin Block. Collections and
'Drew the Line,
At present it is only known that the searching titles a specialty.
Didn't
Hicks Why didn't you stop?
London
EDWARD L. BAKTLETT,
company will send about 200
you hear me whistle?
men and that they will arrive some Lawyer Santa Fe, New Mexieo, Office In
Wicks That is the reason I didn't stop.
Block.
Catron
I am neither a dog nor a street oar con- time in July. The Prince of Wales is
the colonel of the company and the Earl
ductor. Boston Transcript.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
of Denbigh and Desmond is the. lieu ten
(Late Surveyor General.)
Not the Only One.
ant colonel commanding. The Prince of Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land and
Jack My sweetheart is the best looking Wales and Secretary John D. Long are mining business a specially.
the only honorary members of the Bos
E. A. FISKE,
girl in town.
Tom Very likely. Mine Uvea in the ton company. There was only one other Attorney and Counselor at Law, P. O. Box
New Mexico. Practices in
Santa
Fe,
country. New York Truth.
A.
"F,"
honorary member, the late Chester
Supreme and all District Courts of New
New York San.
Arthur.
Mexieo.
A Cautious Opinion.
A Danish School llnirnlatJon.
"What do you think of the future of the
W. A. Hawkins,
T.P.Cokway,
CONWAY A HAWKINS,
Philippines?"
in the public schools of Copen
Pupils
think they will keep on being isand Counselors at Law, Sliver City,
hagen are reqniied to take three baths Attorneys
New Mexico. Prompt attention given to all
lands." Chicago Record.
a week in the publio school building, business entrusted
to our care.
and while they are bathing their clothes
Stays at Home.
A. B.RBNEHAN,
are sterilized in a steam oven. The
"Gobang boasts that he always pays as Danes
at Law. Practices in all Territorial
object to the regulation ou the Attorney
he joes."
Court of Claims.
Commissioner
Courts.
"Yes. He says that he does not like ground that it makes the children dis Collections and title searching. Rooms 8 and
Block.
contented with their homo buj round DSpiegelberg
traveling. "Vim.
s
ings. New York Tribune.
The Quest.
ght
lNMCrKANCtt.
We itart out looking for both gold and
In de Falltime.
else on earth will make us truly W'y, dey'g somepin In de scenery an da sounds
glad.
en
re
oat
de eah,
We and by feeling greatly pleased to find
8. E. LANK ARD,
SeeniB ter take away all trouble tu de fullclins
A two cent stamp we didn't know wa had.
oi ae yean;
Insurance Agent. Office: Griffin Building,
Chicago Becord.
avenue.
Represents the largest com- Crickets, teensy postmen whiatlln on iley Palace
antes doing business in the territory of
routes out throo de grass.
S ew Mexico,
both
In
life, fire and accident
Bring a lettah Com yo' corarids Com da regions insurance.
or ae pas' :
An you heah old voices talkin an old facet
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Time card in effect October 30, 1898,
(Central Time): Leave Pecos, Tex., daily
except Sunday at 4:00 a. m., arriving at
Eoswell, N. M., at 1:00 p. m. Leave
Roswell, N. M., daily except Sunday at
9:51) a. in., arriving
at Pecos, Tex., at
8:15 p. m., connecting with the Texas &
Pacific Ry., for all points north, south,
east and west.
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and
Nogal leave Koswell on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m.
Forlow rates and information regarding the resources of this valley, and the
price of lands, or any other matters of
interest to the public, apply to
D. H NICHOLS,

Superintendent,
Eddy, N. M.
The New Mexico Railway

& Coal Co.

193,-00-
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the road

To Chicago If you take the Burlington's "Vestlbufod Flyer." It leaves
Denver 0:5a p. in. dally, arrives Omaha
four next afternoon and Chicago eight
following morning. Sleepers, chair cars,
diners. Thro' sleeping and chair cars
to Kansas City and St. Louis.
Our "one night on the road" train Is
Leaves Denver,
thn Chicago Special.
11:15 a.m. and lands
you in Chicago
4:!i5 next afternoon.
One of the fastest
and finest trains In the world.
Write for Information.
-

.

W. Vnllcry, Ocn'l Ag!.,
1 Till, M., Oonvt'r.

IO!lft

plainly see
As de message takes yo' back'arda ter de times
uat used ter be.
In de mawnln'a when de tun's up au da woods
is wet wia aew.
Den dey shine as though dew painted atter
Uawd hud made earf new I
Whan de 'Simmons hang up leiuptin
little
nuggets of Dure sold
Whah de shumao glows In scaatlot lak' a
bloody Has uuroll'd,
An de maples' leaves is tinted, an do sky is
clues' blue
Oh, it'suon old Eden's bloomiu deas do same's
it used ter dot
Will T. Hale in Chicago Times Herald

D.W. MANLEY,
Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner of Plaia,
over Fischer's Drug Store.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

P

OR SALE. Appearance bonds, appeal
bonds nfficin.1 nnnrla. and bonds to keen
the peace at the New Mexican Printing Company's office.

T7OH SALE Justice of the peace blanks in
Jj English and Spanish at the New Mexloau
Printing office.

F

floe.

Cheap Rats to Indian Pueblo.
At any time a party of five or more desires to visit the San Ildefonso Indian
pueblo, a rate of one fare for the round
trip will be made to the Rio Grande station.
Tickets limited to date of sale and one
tlckot to cover entire party.
T. 'J. Hki.m,
General Agent, B. G. 4 S. F. R

SALE-Bla-

nk

The El Paso

&

Northeastern R'y

AND

Tbe El Paso

&

Northeastern

R. R.

To accommodate the public will curry
freight and passengers on its construction trains to and from the end of Its
track (86 miles).

Daily Except Sunday.
Commencing September S3, trains will
leave El Paso at 10:30 a. m., and returning will leave Alamogordo at 3 p. in.,
daily, except Sunday.
Connection can be made at Alamogordo with stages for La Luz, Tularosa
and the White Oaks country.
A. S. Gbeio.
General Superintendent.
PROPOSALS FOR COWS. U. S. Indian
School Servico, Phoenix, Ariz., October
20, 1898. SEALED PROPOSALS, indorsed "Proposals for Cows" and addressed to the undersigned at Phoenix,
Ariz., will bo received at this school until 1 o'clock p. m. of Wednesday, November 30th, 1898, for furnishing and delivering at the school house 20 young)
sound and serviceable milch cows, required for school use, in strict accordance with the following specifications:
Each cow must not bo more than five
(5) years, nor less than three (3) years
old; must be of good Jersey or Guernsey
stock, nothing less than
blood will be accepted. Each cow must
have had at least one calf, and must be
now either fresh or soon to become so.
The right Is reserved to reject any or
all bids or any part of any bid if doomed
for the best interests ol the service.
Each bid must be accompanied by m v
certified check or draft upon some
United States depository or solvent national bank in the vicinity of the residence of the bidder, made payable to
the order of the commissioner of Indian
affairs, for at least five per cent of the
amount ot the proposal, which check
or draft will be forfeited to the United
States In case any bidder or bidders receiving an awafd shall fall to promptly
execute a contract with good and siilli-- .
cient sureties, otherwise to be returned
to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash in lieu of a certified check will not
be considered. S. M. McCOWAN,
three-quarte-

PLEADINGS
J

AND

PRACTICE
(Forms to conform to Code!
Pattlson's frorms of Pleading,
under the Missouri Code, have-,
been placed with the New Mexlean Printing Co. for sale.
A complete and comprehensive
book of forms, adopted to the
new Code of Civil Procedure
now in effect In New Mexico.

UKNTIBTM.

OR

CONSTRUCTING

Parti. Ordinary Proceedings

In Courts of Record. Part i.
Attach nienti;Certlorarl:Garu-Ishmen- t;
Habeas Corpus: Injunction; Mandamus: Mechanic' Uen; Prohibition; Quo.
Warranto and Replevin. Part
I. Miscellaneous. CoverlngAd- vertlsementa; Affidavits: ArbiDepositrations; Assignments; etc..
etc.
tions ; Naturalisations,
Bound in full law sheep. Delivered at any postoffloe In New
Mexloo upon receipt ot publisher's prloe.$5.00. Purchaser's
name printed on the book freo
of coat. Address New Mexican
Printing Company, Santa Fa.

N.U.

mortgages of all desorlp---

Modi nt the New Mexican

muting

Code of Civil procedure.

ui-

Rvapv nra.fitiAirtfr n.t.t.nrnnv In the ter
New
ritory should have a copy of the bound
Mexico Code of Civil Procedure,
In separate form with alternate blank
,
nnntitinni': The New Mex
ican Printing company has such an edi- tion on saie as sne iuirai"
Leatherette binding, 1.B; full law
sheep, 93j flexible morocco, 93.80.

Bankruptcy Law
War Revenue Lav
Copies of the two laws, published In

separate pamphlets, with marginal and
foot notes and exceptionally complete
Index, for sale at the Nkw Mexican.
Price: Bankruptcy law, SO cents; rev
enua law, 25 cents,

it

The Wealth of Cuba.
If Uncln Sam should, in the Interest
of humanity, add Cuba to his domains,
it would almost double his wealth. With
Cuba under a stable government and
soon
fully cultivated, Uncle Sam would four
control the world's markets for
coffee and
great staples to nacco, sugar,
rlco. It seems a shame to abandon this
rich island to an alien race. It is a
abandon
greater shame for a man to
his stomach to the ravages of disease.
the stomach take
To strengthen
' j
Jlostetter s stomacn umui-stlie thing to stimulate the appetite. It
If there is
will overcome dvspcpsla.
constipation it will establish regularity
of the bowels. Jt makes the nerves
strong and steady, and gives restful
slumber. There is no substitute for it.

FUTURE OF INDIANS.
INTERESTING TALK WITH GERON1MO,
THE FAMOUS APACHE CHIEF.

the Minnesota Indiana Have
Made n Mistake In Going on the
Wurimtli Relieves His Countrymen' Fighting Days Are Over.
Geroninio, tho notorious Apache
chief, when asked the other day by Captain Merar, the military man in charge
of the Indian congress, what he thinks
of the Minnesota Indian war, said :
"The Minnesota Indians will see that
they have made a great mistake in going on the warpath."
He Knew.
Old Gerouimo is one of the Indians
Teacher What is the other name now iu the camp at the Indian congress.
to
j Gerouimo was for
jams?
given
years the most trouTommy Traddles Jim. Life.
blesome Indian in the country.
He is
now probably 70 years old. He was
Short of Space.
j
born in New Mexico and for years was
Is your flat crowded?
Crowded? We can't yawn without a herder, working for Spaniards who
owned ranches in the territory. When
opening a window. Chicago Record.
about 21 years old, he conceived the
of
1897
Mr.
Thomas Mcintosh,
In
idea that he had been wronged by the
Tenn., had an attack of dysenwhites, and from that time until his
tery which became chronic. "I was final surrender to General Miles in 18R6
treated by the best physicians in East was almost continually on the warpath.
Tennessee without a cure," he says. After being informed the other day that
Minnesota Indians were fighting the
'Finally I tried Chamberlain's Colic, United States
troops, Gerouimo said
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. After
through his interpreter:
cured
13
was
I
bottles
about
using
"When I say that the Minnesota In
sound and well." For sale by A. C. dians have made a mistake, I know
Ireland.
whereof I speak. From long experience
in both war uud peace I know that it is
Precisely.
better to submit to great wrongs than
of
line
The military tactics for the
hattie, remarked the amateur strategist, consist in drawing up to long rows
of sharpshooters.
I suppose, replied the comontator,
that might be called drawing the deadly paraloll column on the enemy.
Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph.
From New Zealand.
Reefton, New Zealand, Nov. 23, 18.
I am very pleased to state that since
T took
the agency of Chamberlain's
medicines the sale has been very largo
more especially of the Cough Remedy
In two years I have sold more of this
particular remedy than of all other
makes for the previous five yoars. As
to its efficacy, I havo been informed by
scores of persons of the good results
GEROUIMO.
they have received from it, and know its
value from the use of it in my own to fight the United States. Years ago
household.
It is so pleasant to take the Indians made up great nations, but
that we have to place the bottle beyond now they have gouo never to return.
We have got to give up our old ways
the reach of the children,
and take on those of the whites. There
E. J. SCANTLEBUKR.
are only a few of us left, and we are
For sale by A. C. Ireland.
herded in like a lot of sheep, erf that it
is foolish to go to war. The young men
Very Different.
And camp life wasn't a bit like home of the tribes will never know anything
of war, except as the tales are told by
was It, hubby dear?
Mm; well, the cooking was about the the old men.
same, but we didn't see any actual war"I have never been in Minnesota, but
fare, you know. Indianapolis Journal. I hear that up there and for hundreds
of miles beyoud the white men are as
The Best Plaster.
as the blades of grass. If that is
A piece of flannel dampened with many
so, what can a few poor Indians do in a
Chamberlain's Pain Balm and bound on
fight? They are making a great mistake
to the affected parts is superior to any and are very foolish. For years I fought
plaster. When troubled with a pain in the white men, thinking that with my
the chest or side, or a laino back, give it few braves I could kill them all off and
a trial. You are certain to be more that we would again have the laud that
than ploased with the prompt relief our Great Father gave us and which he
the
which it affords. Pain Balm s also a oovered with game. I thought that
Great Spirit would be with us and that
certain cure for rheumatism. For sale after we
had killed the white men the
by A. C. Ireland.
buffalo, deer and antelope would come
back. After I bad fought and lost and
Too Matter of Pact.
after I had traveled over the country in
the
abroad
starlit
strolled
under
They
which the white man lived and saw his
talked.
strolled
as
and
sky,
they
they
cities and the work that he had done
Ho is a man of many sides?
The usual number 1 think.
my old heart was ready to burst. I
knew that the raoe of the Indian was
Marin aduke?
An outside for clothes and an, Inside run aud that there was nothing left but
for victuals.
to submit to the law.
Presently they bid each other good"When I discovered that we were
night, thus bringing the chapter to an hopelessly defeated, I told my people
end. Detroit Journal.
that we would give up tho fight and acA Sure Sign of Croup.
cept such terms of peace as we could
Hoarseness in a child that is subject get from the whites. While I am a
to croup is a sure indication of the ap- prisoner of war and have been for years
I feel that I am better off than most of
proach of the disease. If Chamberlain's
the Indians of the country. The governCough Remedy is given as soon as the ment has confidence in me and has apchild becomes hoarse, or even after the
pointed me a scout, which is tho same
as an Indian police iu the northern
croupy cough has appeared, it will prevent the attack. Many mothers who agencies. I expect to end my days in
have croupy children always keep this peace and haavemy family something of
be proud a
remedy at hand and find that It saves which the members will
"
name.
good
can
them much trouble and worry. It
When asked what he thought would
always be depended upon and is pleas- become of the North American Indian,
ant to take. For sale by A. C. Ireland Gerouimo hesitated a moment and then,
pointing to the west, replied:
An Unhappy Metaphor.
sun rises and shines for a time,
What Is that French officer so excited and"The
it" goes down, sinking out of
then
and angry about?
sight and is lost. So it will be with the
Some one intending to be complimenfatary, spoke of him as having forged his Indian. When I was a boy, myasold
ther told me the Indiaus were
many
way to the front. Puck.
as the leaves on the trees, aud that
monogram Note Paper.
way off in the north they had many
Monogram note paper Is tho correct horses and furs. I never saw them, but
The I know that if they were there they
thing for private correspondence.
New Mexican Printing company can have gone now, and the white man has
furnish the latest stylos of this paper taken all they bad. It will be only a
and at very low prices. Call and see few years more when the Indians will
samples.
be heard of no more except in the books
that the white man writes. They are
not the people that the Great Father
loves, for if they were he would protect
IE & SANTA
and care for them. They have tried to
, please him, but they do not know how.
Schools are good things for the Indian,
but it takes many years to change his
nature. If an Indian boy goes to school
DENVER & IIIO GRANDE
and learns to be like a white boy, he
comes back to the agency, aud there is
nothing for bim to do but put on a
The Bcenle Konte of the World.
blanket and be like an Indian again.
Time Table No. 40.
This is where the government is to
blame. When it takes our children
away and educates them, it should give
BOUHD
ABTBOUBD
them something to do, not turn them
No. 426.
MILM Ko.425.
Until
10:08 am
(:56 pm loose to ran wild at the agency.
Lt.SantaPs.Ar
M.. 4:Wpm that time comes, educating the Indian
12:06 pm
LT.Eipanol. Lr.. 89..
Ly.Kmbudo.LT...
8:23pm
t:10pm
Lv.Barranoa.Lr.. 84.. 2:45 pin is throwing money away. What can an
1:68pm
8:27pm....Lv.Trm Pledrss.Lv 97.. 1:19pm educated Indian do out in the sage6:21 pm
Lv.Aotontto.Lv...lSl..ll:40a in brush and caotus?
LT.Alamow.Lv,. 160.. 10:80 a m
70 p m
,.L,T.8llda.LT....248.. 6:50am
"I am an old man and can't live
10:60pm
1:00 a m
LT.FlorenM.LT..811.. 4:00am
'
t:40am many years, so this don't trouble me
8:10am
,..LT.Publo.Lv...M3
Lt. Colo Spri.L. 387.. 1:02am much, but before I die I should like to
4:40am
7:80 am
Ar.DnYr.L... 468. .10:00 p m see the Indians have the same ohance
Connections with the main line and as the colored people or the poor whites.
r
There will be no more big Indian wars.
branches as follows:
At Antontto for Durango, Sllverton The Indians' fighting days are over, and
and all points In the San Juan country. there is nothing left for them to do but
At Alamosa for Jlmtown, Creede, Del to be beggars aud live on charity around
Norte, Monte Vista and all points in the the ageucies. " New York Sun.
San Luis valley.
A Sallda with main line for all points
ens nd west, Including Leadville.
Notio for Publication.
At Florence with P. A C. 0. R. R. for
Homestead Entry No. 4786.1
the gold camps of Cripple Creek and
Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M ,
Victor.
October 12, 1898. )
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and DenNotice is hereby given that the following
ver V ith all Missouri river lines for all named
settler has filed notice of his Intention
to oommute to onsh and make final proof
poln a east.
In
support of his claim, and that said
Through passengers from Santa Fe
Regisproof will be made before the
will have reserved berths In sleepers from ter
or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,on
Alamosa if desired.
November 22, 1898, vis: Eugenio Urias for the
w H, sea. 4, tp. 18 11, r lit e.
For furthor Information address the s K se !4,
He names the following witnesses to prove
undersigned.
residence upon and cultivation
discontinuous
T. J. Helm, General Agent.
of said land, vis:
V ictor Bolhal. Francisco Valencia, Toribi
Santa Fe, N. M.
Vigil ,Alonso Valencia, of Pecos, N. M.
S. K. IIoopkr.G. P. A.,
Mahubl R.Oteho,
Denver, Colo,
f Register;
Snyn

MILLINERY

Hats In Frit ami Velvet nnd the
Trim mines Most In Fa".r.

M

fill

'

.

The imbecility of
sotiip men is always
inviiitiR the embrace
ol death. It is the

OUR

delight of such
men
what

lows"

are alpinea and other soft crowned varieties in black, gray, beigo and colored
folts, trimmed with two quills or with a
group of coq feathers. The band may be
of ribbon or bias velvet, finished by a plain
how or bevcral choux. A pretty ami loss
common shape has u square crown with
the usual rolling brim.
There is a question of reviving the long
haired beaver folt in a shape suggesting
the chimneypot masculine headgear.

disorders and

-

little illnesses
that put other
people on their
backs.

oil

It may not
sound nice to
say so, but it is
a fact that the
average man is

iust that kind
of a boastful, cheerful idiot. If his head
aches, it isn't worth paying any attention
to : if he feels dull and drowsy during the
day, it isn't worth serious consideration;
if lie is troubled with sleeplessness at
night, he doses himself with opiates.

VELVET TOQC8T.

They will be trimmed with a cluster of
plumes and a band of ribbon or galloon
around tho crown, fastened at tho front or
side by a motal or jeweled buckle.
The velvet toque so much worn last
year will bo soon again this season, but
Tho trimming will be
with n difference.
placed more in front than at tho sitlo and
will not bo so tall. There is a great variety of plumago employed, and it is usually
so chosen us to form a light or brilliant
contrast to the general tone of tho velvet.
Metallic, jet and joweled ornaments,
orowns and embroideries are immensely
In millinery with enameled
employed
buckles and pins, Beaded velvet is seen
and ttillo bands covered with gold, silver
and tinted metal.
Toquota and Louis Quinze, Mario Antoinette and shepherdess hats aro worn
very much Inclined forward, while those
which are raised in front set well back
from the face, showing the hair, which is
waved and mado fluJTy.
The toquet of whloh a picture is given
consists of three superimposed puffs of
jacqueminot velvet. At the left side is
placed a cluster of immense red velvet
roses, the velvet foliage having satin veins
and being carried around the back next
the hair. A long stem escapes from the
Judic Chollet.
group.

WINTER WRAPS.
Variations In Coats and Capes From
Last Winter's Models.
Coats and jackets with the basque sewed
on instead of being cut in one with the
body are again seen, especially in the mora
elaborate varieties. Stitching ploys an
important role in the ornamentation of
jackets alone or upon straps of cloth or
satin. Satin straps are considered a high-- '
ly correct decoration for cloth wraps, being arranged to form arabesques and to
simulate, yokes and vosts. Some jackets
are covered with straps of satin of a con-

trasting color.

The round cape is retiring rapidly from
fashionable favor, being replaced by the
more pretentious Louis Quinze wraps,

When he suffers from nervousness, he
walks into the nearest drug store and orders powerful medicines that even a physician prescribes with care. He is a very
knowing fellow, but without knowing it,
he is hugging death. There is a wonderful restorative tonic and health-builde- r
that will keep the hardest working man
in good working shape; it is Dr. Pierce's
It is made of
Golden Medical Discovery.
,ure native roots and barks. It contains
110 narcotics
110 minerals,
and no opiates.
It simply aids nature in the natural proIt tones
cesses of secretion and excretion.
up the stomach and facilitates the flow of
a
man
It
makes
digestive juices.
"hungry
as a horse " and then sees to it that the
g
elements of the food he takes
are assimilated into the blood. It invigorates the liver. It drives out all impurities
and disease germs from the system. It is
and
the great blood-make- r
It is the best of all nerve tonics. It cures
bronchial, throat and lung affections as
well.
" I had indigestion and a torpid liver," writes
Mrs. A. I. c'.ibbs, of Rnsseltville. Logan County,

. . .

MAX WELL LAND GRANT,

FAVOR SANTA FB GREATLT

COMPARISONS

Only Ten Per Cent of Cloudy Day
Per Annum in This Favored
Looallty Sunshine Nearly
All the Time.
New Mexioo lies at the point where th
Kooky mountains lose that characteristic
individuality which they have preserved
as a distinctive feature from within the
Arotio oirole to Colorado and almost

throughout that state. Heretofore they
have been a range or a broad series ol
parallel ranges exhibiting lofty peaks
and passes at altitudes so great as to lie
farther skyward than many vaunted alpine summits. Bat when the chain haB
reaohed its final great effort of elvation
in Pike's Peak it rapidly loses its massive
character and with astonishing rapidity
sinks to rolling hills and spreads oat ou
mesas of altitude still great but of eveo
and gentle slope.
Viewed by the aid of its oontonrs ol
altitude Mew Meiioo appears as a plain
raised to the height of 5,000 feet, broken
but by two systems of greater elevations
and interrupted by lesser ones only 00
the eastern and southern faoes. Nearly
s
of the territory is
within the oontour of 6,000
All that part of the territory
feet.
whioh lies above the 7,000 feet eon
tour is rugged mountains of precipitous
slope and deeply scored face. Their
Ky., " Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
cured me."
purpose is to extraot the rain from
the atmosphere for the benefit of the
is also present, Dr.
If constipation
lower levels; they do more than this, for
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets should be in.ken.
the rain carries away the disintegrating
Tliey never fail; they never gripe, Dri'g-i-'seli both medicines.
rook to eurioh the plateau and the valley
beneath. Arizona faoes the prevailing
humid wind and opposes to it a flight of
steps; New Mexico is almost entirely oi.
Between Two Fires.
the leeward eide of the monutatu ranger
The young doctor and his friend, tho and exposes a minimum of bluff surface
drug clerk, were sitting at tho club to the wind. Henoe arise different
window, when a richly dressed lady pasconditions.
sed by.
The elevation of the barometer oisterti
There goes the only woman I ever of the weather bureau station at Santa
Fe is 6,998 above mean tide of the Gulf of
loved, remarked the young M. 11.
That so? queried tho other. Then Mexioo, and the barometer is 31 feet above
the base of the monument in the main
why don't you marry hor?
Can't afford it, replied the doctor; shs plaza, so that the altitude of Banta Fe is
is my best patient.
Chicago News.
approximately 6,967 feet above sea level,
A resume of the reoords
for 23 yean
GRANDPAPA.
shows that great extremes in temperature
are seldom reached, the lowest reoorded
Do you remember when you 9ili"d,
temperature being 13 degrees below zeru
"Yo never mention grandpapa"
In January, 1883, and the highest !)6 iu
And e.il re:i!y to mo denied
July, 1878, in Santa Fe.
About this sumo lost grandpapa?
Daring the present deaade the highest
I pictured iiim a piralo king
absolute temperature has cot exoeeded
Or some bold brigand on the land,
90 degrees, and in a comparison of these
A bravo up to unything,
And so perhaps could understand
temperatures with extremes of the mole
"We never mention grandpapa!"
humid Beotions of the eastern states and
the Miesissippi valley the extreme dryYou shuddered when 1 asked his nam.
ness of the air must be considered; that
You would not speak of grandpapa.
the beat experienced by the human body
Your eyes said plainly, "I disclaim
All reference to grundpapui"
is some 10 to 15 degrees less than that
i
You tried to hint your father's sirs
shown by the metallio thermometer, a
Was quite too dreadful for inquiry.
temperature of 90 degrees in the shade at
snonied
to
Indeed I
pique your ire,
Santa Fe being about equal to 78 degrees
For your reply was almost fiery,
in St. Louis.
"Wo never mention grandpapa!"
The following table taken from the
Could lie have been a peccant peer,
of the olimate and crop servioe
reports
This all mysterious grandpapa,
of the bureau will give a general idea of
Who lmd to fly this hemisphere
the relative intensity of heat as indioated
For lands that knew not grandpapa ?
by the metallio thermometer.
Could ho have been a banker base
three-fourth-

Situated in New Mexico and Colorado,
On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
and Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf

1,110 km

Who rightly earned the widow's curse,
And orphans caused to weep apace?
No.'nol These words meant something
worse
"We never mention grandpapa!'

t

perature.
i

8

fltati

Could he have caught the judge's eye,

This reckless, robbing grandpapa,
Have done a bit upon the sly
With hills on friends of grandpapa?
Or rotten ships have sent to sea,
Or weapons sold to foreign foe?
Or nulled a horse? Your speech to me
Jiemains 'tis neither "Yes" nor "No
"We never mention grandpapa!"

Mean Tem-

Boston...

had a mind all prone to find
The facts about your grandpapa.
I trust you will not deem unkind
Tho search I made for grandpapa.
I've got tho record of his lifo
Vent not on mo your wrath in vials
Briefly he used the cats' meat knife
Kot fifty yards from Beven Dials.
And so I mention grandpapa
To ask if you'll become my wife?
And in our must be household strife
I'll never mention grandpapa!
Punch.
j

In tracts 20 acres and upward, wllli perpetual water
rights cheap and on cutty terniooflO annual payments
Willi 7 per cent Interest Alfalfti, Grain and Frull or nil
kinds grow to per lee! ion.
CHOICE

PRAIRIE OR MOUNTAIN GRAZING LANDS.

Well watered and with good Kheller, interspersed with
line ranches suitable for raising grain and f'riiils In si.e
of tracts t suit purchasers.
LAKOEK PASTURES FOlt LEASE, lor long terms or
years, fenced or tiufeiiced; shipping facilities over two
railroads.

GOLD MINES.

Bullalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Denver
l)es Vloiues

4

j

m

57

60
51
6:!

Detroit

Galveston
Kansas City
Memphis
New Orleans
Nhw York

Philadelphia

Fan
Santa 1'e
Washington

54
58
56
W
51

54

5;)

7S
5

71
55
61

60
74
61
64
61
56

fet. Louis

i

60
59

52

64

Tern

ONE FOR A DOSE.

PILLS

71

58
69

S

LET YOUR

iin-loeat-

Regulation.
Stage leaves every morning,
Springer for these camps.

except Sundays, from

TITLE perfcel, founded on I'nited Slates I'alcnt and
continued by decision of the I . S. Supreme Court.

For further particulars and pamphlets apply to.
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Boston
Buffalo
New York
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52

Chicago
Des Moines.
Kansas City...,
St. Louis
Cinoinnati
Memphis.
Denver

6u
64

Philadelphia..
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No. Days.
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Rpraove Pimples, Prmrent
BiiioasuesB,Pariir theBlood,
A movement of the bowels each
day ia
For health. Thoy neither xripe nor sioken.neoeaaarf
To con
Z!uuz .u.u. w? wm mao sample iree. or roil Dol lot
no. una ui druggists, DR. B0SANK0 CO. Phil. Ps.

On this Oranl near il western boundary nre situated
the famous Gold Mining; Districts of Elizubcthtoi n and
ISaMy, where mines have been successfully operated for 25
years, and new rich discoveries were made in lMt)5 in the
vicinity of the new camps of Hematite and Harry 11 nil' as
rich as any camp in Colorado, but with lots of as yet
ground open to prospectors on terms similar to, and
as favorable as, the I'nited Stales Government Laws and

a. m. 8 p. m.

It will bo observed that the difference
is less than that given iu comparison
first above noted. This demonstrates
Penciling!.
the decrease in the difference between the
It is easy enough to manage a wife, absolute and sensible temperature as the
provided slio isn't yours.
intensity in heat booomes less, until In
All the world may love a lover, but midwinter, the difference is sligbt and
all the world hates a mau who wants to low temperatures are therefore fairly
ootn parable.
borrow money,
The thermal conditions, especially in
Yon can't offend a
girl summer, are not what might be expected
too
at this latitude, owing to the environment,
by estimating her ago two vears
The average temperature during the
high.
summer months is about 67 degrees,
"I am greatly indebted to you!" is a about
the temperature of the upper
remark
a
men
that
polite
great many
lake region, while in winter it is about
could truthfully make to the grocer and the same as that of the Ohio
valley. "It
the provision dealer.
is mnohoooler in summer than any other
point, (oovered by the records of the
Nobody ever tells you what a clairvoyant lias prophesied without adding, bureau,) in the same latitude in the United
"Of course, you know I don't ever take States and oooler than most stations with
of less than il to 12 degrees
the least stock in what a clairvoyant a latitude
It is the extreme southern point of the
says."
oool region of the united States."
The girl who leaves the point of a
The following table shows the annual
pin sticking out of her belt behind does extremes in temperature, rainy days, the
not deserve to be hugged.
percentage of sunshine and number of at
a number of selected stations, represents'
It is generally safe to say that the tive of the different Beotions of our ooun
man who hears the clock strike at 8 try:
o'clock every night isn't successful iu
1894.
VBOM ANNUAL SOMMAB1K8,
his business. --Somerville Journal.
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of Land for Sale,

FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION
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girl's cape.
long behind and short in front, tight about
the shoulders and ample about the edge.
Capes of satin, cloth and tartan incase the
feminine figure from neck to waist, below
which point they suddenly expand through
the agency of one or more circular flounces.
The most esteemed model is that in which
the oollar is cut in one with the body of
the cape. The collar is very high and
somewhat flaring.
Godets have quite disappeared from the
basque of jackets, which are now either
long or short, but in any case are plain.
The sleeves are close exoept at the top,
where a slight fullness allows space for
the gown sleeve beneath. Bevers are
mailer and are often modeled after masculine coat revers.
Mohair braid of fine quality is a useful
decoration for jackets and capes for hard
service, as it is very durable and always
looks well. Motifs of the braid are an attractive trimming.
The pioture shows a girl's cape of mastic
cloth. It is decorated with rows of stitching and a circular ruffle. The front forms
ooqullle revers, which display the lining
of white satin. The hat of brown felt
has a band of brown velvet and a jeweled
buckle, the left side being adorned with a
duster of beige plumes.

The

CLIMATE.

GLORIOUS

Santa Fe Enjoys a Most Equable and
Cool Summer Temperature and
Moderate Winters.

of
"tough felthey are,
and tell how they
overwork them
selves and how
they neglect little
to boast

As yet no particularly new shape Is seen
in hats of either felt or velvet.
Among
hats for ordinary morning and country use
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06
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64
74

761
Santa Fe
El Paso
NEXT TRIP BE
From this table it will be seen that
Santa Fe exoels not only in sunshine and
SOUTHWARD! Via the
number oi elondless days, but that her
olimate li more equable than others given
ia the table the annual range of temperature being 89 degrees. There is a
greater disparity in sunshine also than
would appear from the figures given in
that the monthly percentages of the MisJudic Chollkt.
sissippi valley states, notably St. Louis,
the
largest percentages of sunshine oo
The October Peddler.
eorred during the summer months, when
tho
can
I
sell,
Madame,
complexyou
It la not iuoh a great desideratum, while
ion wash?
at Santa Fe, the greatest monthly perNo; I need a shampoo mixture, and I
you can reach the centage, (91) ooourred in November.
must save my money to buy medicine
The average number hoars of sunshine
very heart of Moxico.
for tho dreadful cold.
The Mexican Central at Santa Fe every day for a period of five
This complexion wash Is an excellent
Railway Is standard fear is 7.8 a rseord not excelled anyhair tonic, madam, and If taken in small
gauge throughout and where in the United States so far as tb
doses It will cure your cough.
convenreoords of the weather bureao show,
offers all
That may be, but It Is such a light
iences of modern railcolor It won't do for shoe polish. I
way travel. For rates
guess I wont take any.
and further InformaVery well, madam; but step to tho
tion
address
front door a moment and lot no show
KW MEXICO KIirOKTS
R. .1. KHUN,
you what a valuable oil you will liml it
Delivered by Nkw Mkxican at
for your blcyclo.
Uom'l Agt., Ill 1'iuo, Tvi.
,
For my bicycle? I ll take it.
$3.40 per vol
publishers urli-o-

Ledgers.

Mexican
Central
ailroad

new
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Under the Paint.

SANTA FE COUNTY

RAILROAD BONDS

"Scratch a Russian and you find a Tartar."

SCRATCH

A

mm

Interview With Mr, Catron Concerning Peports of His Connection

DC --EST

with Bondholders.
WILL OPPOSE

And you will lind solid, sound construction.
No better wagon can be unide bocause THE
15EST of material and workmanship and over

2-

are combined to

vears' experience
duce it.
.mi

LEGISLATION

REGARDING THE MATTER

pro-

Letters Purporting to Have Been Written
By Him Concerning the Question Are
Forgeries Not An Attorney
for Coler and Brice.

Used the World Over.
W-H-GOEBEL

H. S. KAUNE & CO

1

ins

FBI

resh Oysters, Fish, Poultry of all Kinds
Received Twice a Week.
The Sign of the.

LIGHT

ZFIEID

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA.
CALLS ATTENTION TO
CC

PLACE."

OTTIR,

M

conducted on Business Principles. Here can be Obtained Strictly First Class Goods in the form of Liquid Refreshments
and Cigars.
Here business

Is

W. R

PRICE, Proprietor.

Rlanitou Mineral Water
As Analysed by Professor Elwyn Waller, Ph. D., Analytical Chemist, New
York City, is Found to Contain in Grains to the Pint of Water:
--- S.903
-Sodium Chloride
-- 1.330
- - - - Potassium Sulphate
l.siiS
Sodium Sulphate
S.0H3
Sodium Carbonate
Lithium Carbonate
- 8.035
Calcium Carbonate
s.08."
Magnesium Carbonate
---

Iron

Oxide

---

-

Alumina
Silica

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

i

-

-

,003
"00
.813

-

23.813

Containing free Carbonic Acid Gas.

For prices inquire of

GRANT RIVENBURC, Agent.

It.

TELEPHONE

SANTA FE.

Ho. 4 Hakery.

H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO
--

DEALER l

Groceries, Hay, Grain and
Crockery.
8

Cans Las

Ci uci

$ .25

Hand racked Tomatoes

Is

Monarch Sugar Corn, Can
in Bars White Wave Soap
11

"
25

liars Bessemer Soap
Bars Diamond l,C" Soap

35

Deviled Ham, Can
Box Brand Roast Beef,

5

'.

It)

1

Star Brand Sliced Ham,

1

cans, .15;

2

th cans

35

tt cans

25

0.50

Sugar, per sack

Dnn,t full to look over our line or Crockery ami
before buying.

TELEPHONE
mx3

Since the Santa Pe county Republican
convention, at which Hon. T. B. Catron
wns nominated for the legislative coun
cil, there has been considerable said by
the Democrats concerning Mr. Catron's
tttitude toward the bonds voted in aid
of different railroads in the county, and
that he had been paid money by the
owners of those bonds to run for the
legislature, in order that the bonds
might be validated by the next legislature. Believing that it is no more than
fair that both sides of a story should be
heard, a representative of the New
Mexican called on Mr. Catron in refer
ence to the matter and the following in
terview was had:
"Mr. Catron, it is reported by the
Democrats on the streets that you have
been paid money by Messrs. Coler and
Ui ii e to run for the legislature, In order
to get an act passed validating the
bonds held by them issued in aid of tha
different railroad companies."
"I pronounce such statement as absolutely and unqualifiedly false. I have
received nothing whatever, either directly or indirectly, from the Colers or
I
ice, or any one else, to aid me in my
election to the legislature, or as a consideration
for anything whatever I
might do in the legislature. I have had
no correspondence with Brice or Coler
or any one on their behalf or connected
with them, for more than two years,
and then my correspondence had no
reference to these bonds. Furthermore,
1 have to
say that such an insinuation
is ridiculous, as the territorial legislature has no power to do anything in regard to those bonds; it can neither ratify nor approve them nor add to nor
take away from them any validity
whatever; and I have to say that in
case the matter should be brought before the legislature I shall certainly oppose any action in the legislature In regard to the same and use my earnest
endeavors to defeat any such action."
"Mr. Catron, it is stated publicly that
Mr. Flake has some letter of yours purporting to have been written regarding
the Coler bonds in some manner, pretending to implicate you in the receipt
of money or something else in connection with the bonds?"
"I will authorize you to say for me
that Mr. Fiske has no letter of mine
whatever to that effect or any other effect, nor has any one else, in the remotest connection with any such matter. I never wrote but one letter that
had any reference to that bond business
and that was a letter written by me to
Mr. Owens, of the committee on territories, in congress, when I was compelled to be absent, at the State University of Missouri, to deliver an address. I wrote and requested him to secure the passage of the bill validating
the bonds in aid of the building of the
rupitol at Santa Fe and in aid of the
normal schools at Las Vegas and Silver
City, the agricultural college and military institute at Koswell. In that letter I alluded to the fact that the bill
had been amended by Mr. Brice, in the
senate, and also by the committee in the
house, including the ratification of the
railroad aid bonds, and told him that,
having received various communications from prominent capitalists in New
Mexico urging me to have the bill pass
ed notwithstanding the amendments, I
wanted him to push the bill even as
amended, if it could not be passed otherwise, or In Its original form. If it
were not so done, it would have to go
over to the next session or congress auu
the building of the captiol and the educational institutions would be Btopped.
and it
1 stand upon that commulcation,
is the only communication I ever wrote
in which I referred to the railroad aid
bonds.
If any other letter should be
published pretending to come from me,
Two years ago William
It is a forgery.
P. Cunningham, who was running
manufactured a series of letters purporting to be written by myself, Hon. S. B. Elkins, Hon. R. C. Ker7
ens, Hon. C. S. Brice, C. A. Spiess and
one W. T. Coler. These letters were all
fabricated, and the signatures to them
were every one forgeries. There is no
such man as V. T. Coler in the Coler
firm, or if there is I have never heard of
him. I have no doubt that the present
street statements are the result of a
fraudulent scheme to scandalize me just
as Cunningham did two years ago, and
that In pursuance of that plan these
same forged letters will perhaps be
used. I reiterate that I have never received a dollar of consideration from

Glass-wnr- c

4
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First National Bank
OIF

Santa Fe, N.: M.

Brice, Coler or any one else on account

of those railroad bonds, or for aid in my

capacity as a legislator for anything
whatever. 1 am not and have never
been the regular attorney of Coler and
Brice. I was formerly associated in the
practice of law with John H. Knaebel,
who was at one time specially employed
as the attorney of Coler and Brice to
bring suit against the county of Santa
Fe, and he himself brought that suit
and attended to it solely and entirely,
and I had nothing to do with it."
"Mr. Catron, it is said that you made
a remark in the presence of some Republican who had formerly been a Democrat, that you were going to the mines
to buy all the miners to vote for you in
the present election?"
"I never made such a remark oi
thought of such a proposition; have
had no such intention or purpose, and
the fact that the name of the party is
concealed by the description you give
is enough to make a denial of his anonymous assertions unnecessary. I would
not pay any attention to such an insinuation had you not asked me this question. It is too low and damnable a
statement to be noticed, in my judgment. It has absolutely no foundation
of truth, and I pronounce it an unqualified lie."

PERSONAL

MENTION,

A Staab spent Sunday in Albuquerque
visiting with his daughters.
J. Liptnan, a traveling man from Milwaukee, stopping at the Palaeo.
Mrs. B. XV. Lebow of Albuquerque,
s visiting with her mother in this city.
Hon. T. 15. Catron will spend election
day in tho southern part of the county.
Frank H. Hull and Miss Emma E.
Helntz, were married Friday evening at
Albuquerque.
J. 0. Armstrong, of Bordsburg, and
Miss Gertrude Yale, of El Paso, have
been married.
W. W. Miller arrived in the city this
morning from the Pecos Park. He will
be here on election day.
Jndgo John R. McFie has gone to Las
Vegas, where he will hold U. S. court In
the absence of Chief Justice Mills.
Prof. A. H. Viets and wife, and Prof.
C. S. Burton and wife united yesterday
with St. John's Methodist church.
F. B. Dye and wife, of Manzanola,
Colo., are traveling for health and recreation and are stopping at tho Palace.
P. A. Marcelino is the new editor of
the Socorro Advertiser, vice .1. It.
gone to El Paso to become
editor of the El Paso Graphic.
Edward Grunsfold, of Albuquerque,
has returned home from a course of
study at tho Leipsic conservatory of
music.
L. H. Darby, the Denver candy man,
went north this morning over the narrow
gauge. He expects to lind business hero
In good shape on his next and holiday
trip.
11. J. Bowman, of Las Vegas, is a new
engineer on the Lamy branch, while
Becklor Is taking a vacation, and registers at the Palace.
Philip Tearo, of Oakland, Cal., is a
tourist en route homo across the continent and is stopping off at this city for
a day or two. Ho is a guest at tho Pal
ace.
Wilson Waddingham, Esq., and General E. E. Bradley, of New Haven,
Conn., arrived on tho flyer this morning
and are guests at the Palace. These
gentlemen are here on legal business.
Stephen Willard and F. B. Foote, of
Minneapolis, are tourists travaling for
Mr. Wlllard's health, which has now
been practically recovered. They are
enjoying Santa Fe's Invigorating climate,
and are located pleasantly at the Palace.
P. E. Harroun, civil engineer, connected with several territorial irrigation
enterprises, Is In the city from
on official business.
He is
stopping with his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Harroun. Mr. Harroun leaves for Denver shortly to secure data for his irrigation report from the state engineer's
-

Albu-querqu- o

W. A. Lewis, a St. Louis traveling
man, registered at the Claire Saturday.
Charles T. Springer, a Denver traveling man, Is registered at the Palace.
C. L. Elliott, of Ridgeway,
Pa., e.
tourist, is registered at the Claire
Hon. Samuel Eldodt went up to Cha-mithis morning.
Governor Otero will go to Las Vegas
tonight, to cast his vote in that city,
and will return home tomorrow evening.
E. M. Stephons, a former resident of
Santa Fe, but now engaged In mining
at Bland, spent the day in the city
calling on friends.
Arthur Hudson had a bad chill yesterday, and his parents are thinking of
sending him to a lower altitude for a
while.
Mrs. Charles Palmer was reported
very low and sinking this afternoon.
She has been a great sufferer for years.

ta

POLITICAL
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The United States Fidelity
and Guaranty Company
OF BALTIMORE, MD.
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Santa Fe Polities.
The campaign just closed has been
very peaceful all over the territory,
especially in Santa Fe "county. Quite a
contrast "to the violence and turbulence
and law breaking that was In vogue two
and four years ago in this county, when
there was a Democratic sheriff in office.
This is a pointer that the citizens and
voters of the county will do well to reelect a Republican sheriff and a Republican county ticket. It is estimated by
those well posted that the Republicans
will carry the county by a very good
The
majority for the whole ticket.
Republican ticket is strong and clean,
to
and it ought
carry. The following
precincts are considered safely Republican by good majorities:
Pojoaque,
Tesuque, San Ildefonso', Santa Cruz,
Espanola, Chimayo, Canoncito, Cienega,
Glorieta and Ualisteo. In Agua Fria,
Cerrillos, Madrid, Golden, San Pedro
and Dolores, the Republicans will do
better than they did two years ago. In
the four city precincts, It seems as if
there would be more or less scratching,
but indications point to a Republican
majority in tin in. At the last election
the Republicans carried the county by
an average majority of about 75 for the
ticket, although Mr. Catron was in the
minority by 50 votes.
Katlmated Majorities In the Territory.
A well informed politician furnishes
the New Mexican the following estimate
on tomorrow's vote. Being a Repub-

SURETY on bonds of officers and employees of banks, nier- BECOMES houses, railroad,
express and telegraph companies, officials of
Also on bonds of
States, Cities and Countios, and for contractors.
executors, administrators, guardians, trustees, receivers, assignees, comand
in
mittees,
replevin, attachment and injunction cases, and all undertakings In judicial proceedings.
Accepted by the United States Government as solo surety on bonds of
distillers, collectors of customs and Internal revenue' gaugers, storekeepers and other Government officials and employees. Also accepted by
judges of State courts, and of the Circuit and District courts of tho United
States.
The company does not receive money on deposit, or pay Interest on
balances, or accept business that legitimately belongs to banking Institutions and trust companies.

B. LAUGIILIV, Attorney.

PAUL WUNSCHMANN,
Genl Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Hew

Normal School
3L.A.S

VEGAS.

"THE HEART OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM,"
1

NORMAL A professional training course for teachers. Diploma
certilicate to teach in any of the public schools of New Mexico.
ACADEMIC A broad general course. Diploma admits to all lead

life
8

ing colleges and universities.
A thorough
COMMERCIAL
training course for business life,
actual business, stonography, penmanship, commercial law, &c.
A
i PREPARATORY'
thorough course in the commercial branches
for those who have not had tho benefit of graded school advantages.
5
MODEL SCHOOLS An auxiliary to tho normal course. A school
for children of all grades.
A faculty of specialist) from the leading normal school, col-

3

leges and universities of America.

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO

lican, this gentleman has made very
conservative figures for the Republican
side and liberal estimates for the Democratic side, as he does not believe in under valuing the enemy:
Majorities for
Majorities for
Perea.
Fergtisson.
Rio Arriba . . . 400 San Juan
300
100 Colfax
Taos
450
Santa Fe. . . , 150 Grant
550
300 Sierra
Mora
275
Union
50 Lincoln
100
San Miguel. . 200 Chaves
350
50
.
Eddv
375
Guadalupe..
Bernalillo.. .. 600
Valencia
1,300
Socorro
200
Dona Ana. . 100
.

Total
Total
3,350
8,300
Perca's majority 1,000 and over as the
Republican estimates is very low.
Indeed, from information received by
tho New Mexican, It Is believed, that
the counties of Colfax and Grant will
not give the majorities estimated above,
also that San J uan will not go as heavily
for Mr. Fergusson as it did in 1896. At
any rate this is a very conservative estimate and in three days It will be shown
how correct It Is.

EDGAR L HEWETT, Pres.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FALLTERM OPENED SEPTEMBER 5
FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO

BROTHER BOTULPH,
HOME

ON A FURLOUGH.

Corporal J. B, Bead is the First Member of
Colfax County Items,
the Territorial Eegiment to Come
On Saturday evening last two rousing
Home on a Visit.
Republican meetings were held in the
flourishing town of Raton, at which
B. Read, of company
James
Corporal
Colonel R. E. Twitcholl and Captain
Max. Luna spoke to very appreciative G, territorial regiment, returned home
and large audiences.
It Is believed, last mgnt on a 30 days furlough on acthat the meetings did great good count of sickness, and is being wel
and awakened tho voters to the neces- comed by many friends. James is rap
sity of voting the Republican ticket, idly
after the careful treat

improving
candidate for ment given him nt the Fort Thomas
hospital, and by the time his furlough is
up, will be able to resume his duties
fully with his command, The young soldier managed tc pull
through the experiences at Whipple
barracks all right, but after eating
freely of fruit on the cars en route to
Camp Hamilton was taken sick, and
Grant County Motes.
has been sick since with malarial affec
A Democratic
meeting was held in tlons. The seeds of the trouble must
Deming last Saturday night, at which have lodged in his system while at
A. A. Jones, of Las Vegas, J. L. Fielder,
best of treatment
and Alvin N. White, Democratic candi- Whipple He says the
was given him and all of the sick sol
date for the house of representatives,
Tho principal burden of Jones' dlers at Fort Thomas, where they enspoke.
speech was abuse of the territorial Re- joyed the delicacies of the season; but
publican administration, probably be- only the more stubborn and serious
cause it kept him In office as a member cases were taken there from the divisof the board of regents of the Agricul--tur- ion
hospitals. At Whipple the boys
college. The New Mexcian's in- could not get enough clothing, but this
formation states that it is estimated,
that the speeches changed not a single want was supplied later. Camp Ham
ilton is located pleasantly, about sis
Republican or made any more Democratic votes. The county will more miles from Lexington, Ky., and in the
than likely elect part of the Republican summer time is attractive enough. But
county ticket, also the Republican legis- at this time of year the weather is cold,
lative ticket, and it will cut down Mr. raw, wet and slushy, and the men have
Fergusson's tremendous majority of two been having a hard time of It. Howevyears ago considerably, which Is certain- er, the discomfort and
danger is minly good news.
imized by tent floors being boarded
over and stoves being supplied. There
From the Northwest Counties.
Rio Arriba county will give Mr. Perea are from 12,000 to 16,000 men encamped
at least 500 majority, and the county at Hamilton, most of whom are very
and legislative ticket of the Republicans anxious to get away to a more attract
all tho way from 500 to 1,000 majority. ive clime, and for duty In Cuba, If they
In San Juan county tho Republican-Democrati- c are to be sent there for a term of serv
fusion ticket will be elected ice ere being mustered out. The men
and Mr. Fergusson will receive 200 or object to
garrison duty in the United
thereabouts majority.
In Taos, the States.
estimates show that Mr. Perea will
Corporal Read says the territorial
carry the county and that the entire
numbers now 1,272 officers and
Republican county ticket will be elect- regiment
ed, all of which Is gratifying and good men, each company numbering 106 men.
news.
It has one of the finest bands in the
also that the Republican

delegate, Mr. Perea, will poll a very
otllce.
's
large vote and will cut down Mr.
D. O. Wilson, of Las Vegas, the Conof two years ago very
majority
tinental Oil Company's representative materially
's
The estimates on, Mr.
in New Mexico, is in town with Mrs.
majority tomorrow in that
Wilson. They are registered at the ,Pal- - county vary from 200 to 450. Jt Is also
ace.
thought that part of the Republican
William Headland, of Moffatt, Colo., ticket will be elected.

has returned from his southern trip
with cattle and is registered at the Exchange on his way north.
Miss Gady, of Kansas City, who lias
been visiting with friends in this city.
left this morning for her home over tho
narrow gauge.
A. W. Tennant, of Taos, president of
the Copper Zone Mining Company, is irt
town on business, and Is stopping at tho
Exchange.
Dr. Diaz left Saturday for Europe,
and after visiting the more noted of foreign hospitals, will return to this country in December.
P. McCormlck, a Las Vegas mining
man, is in town on business and registered at the Exchange.
S. E. Steger is a Trenton, Ky., tourist stopping at the Palace en route
across the continent.
Mrs. M. J. Warner left this morning
for Denver over the D. & R. G. on a
week's visit.
Harry Potter, of Albuquerque, came
up Saturday night and registered at the
Claire.
Frank Root, a railroad man, is down
from Antonlto, and registered at tha
Palace.
George Williams, representing a St.
Louis shoe house, Is registered at the,
Palace.

'

al

service, the only other band of equal
prominence being that of the 2d Missouri, which has one of Sousa's men.
The bands of the two regiments have
been consolidated for concert purposes,
thus giving an effective instrumentation of 50 musicians. Some fine concert
work is being done by the consolidated
band, which, by the way, includes several G company boys. The two regiments of colored troops have been located at some distance from the rest of
the command to avoid further rioting,
and there Is no more trouble on that
score. The men are not allowed out o
the camp at night, and at one time
when a soldier from the 12th New York
was shot for running the guard, one or
were cordoned
two entire regiments
around the camp to prevent an outbreak. Then provost guards are in
town every day to pick up men away
without a pass.
Great attention is paid to drainage.
Sinks are dug at suitable distances from
the tents, and are covered up and new
ones dug at regular intervals. The
nurses and the medical attendance are
of the best, so that in all that great
camp there have been but 41 deaths,
and there are 525 cases in the hospitals,
mostly from complaints not considered
serious. Of G company there is now
only one man sick, Private J. C. Lujan,
a Pueblo Indian, who Is a well educated,
,
intelligent man.
Corporal Read says the men atl think,
very highly of the lieutenant colonel.
Captain Mitchell, of the regular army,
and he has got the regiment into fine
shape, especially in drilling'. Captain
Strover, too, Is proving a valuable officer In the regiment, and has brought G
company up to a high state of proficiency. Mrs. Strover is now in the camp, as
is also Mrs. Otero, wife of the 1st
of Q company. Tom Smith has
been made chief trumpeter of the regiment, a position he has won by strict!
attention to business; Corporal Manning Is reported as growing fat, so that
he threatens ere long to become the
heavy weight of the regiment.
lieu-teno- nt

Stationery at bottom prices at
Fischer ft Co's.
"Are Ton On"
Tn the fact that vou can sret the best
25c meal in the city at the Bon Ton?
The Jake Levy Tailoring Company
has received Its new line of fall and
winter clothlne samples and can show
the public a nobbier, cheaper line than
have ever been orougnt, to we city
A perfect fit guaranteed.
.

UNITED STATES DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY

R. J. PALCrJ

J.

-

H. VAUQHn

President
Cashier

COAL & TRANSFER,
LUMBER AND FEED.
All kinds of Bough

ud Finished

Lumber; Texas Flooring at

the lowest Xarket Prioe; Windows and Doors. Also carry
general Transfsr Boainess and deal in Hay and Grain.

on

t

CHAS. W. DUDROW, Prop

Stop drinking
colored tea Try
chillinsfs Best

e.

For sale at a bargain Excellent sad
dle horse. Inquire at weather bureau.

risoher Co. are sole agent for the
genuine Eastman kodaks and supplies.
Boy the best.

HENRY KRICK,
SOLS AOBMT

tOl

Lamp's
Ob. JLlOUlS
Beer.
The trad ronelM

or tmiH nM bnttla to a
kinds)
all
WATRB learload. Hell order
INBBAIi
Guadalupe St

promptly filled.

Santa

Fe

